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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·PROCEEDINGS:
·2· · · · · · · · · · · ·7:05 p.m.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Good evening, everyone.· We
·4· are continuing the hearing on 40 Centre Street.· This
·5· is a comprehensive permit application.· And in order,
·6· Mr. Chiumenti, Mr. Hussey, Mr. Geller, Ms. Poverman.
·7· · · · · ·As people will recall, in our last hearing,
·8· we started -- we reviewed our initial draft of waiver
·9· requests, and we reserved this hearing to take a look
10· at modified waiver requests, review them, comment on
11· them, and then to start review of a draft decision,
12· and in particular, draft conditions.
13· · · · · ·A draft of the conditions was circulated.
14· I'm not sure -15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· It was last week.· It's
16· posted online.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· It was posted online, so it's
18· available to everyone.· Hopefully you've all had an
19· opportunity to see it and review it.
20· · · · · ·We will start tonight's hearing with staff
21· reports, and I understand we have a letter from -22· submitted on behalf of the police, Peter Ditto, and
23· we also have something that relates to questions that
24· we had about noise management.· And I know that also
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·1· the building commissioner has submitted something, a
·2· building code analysis.
·3· · · · · ·We will also tonight have an opportunity to
·4· hear from members of the public who wish to speak.
·5· We would ask that you focus on the topics of
·6· tonight's discussion, which are the waivers -- which
·7· are largely technical, but we'll obviously take
·8· testimony on it if you have something to offer -- and
·9· something that I'm sure many of you would like to
10· comment on, which would be conditions.
11· · · · · ·And, again, what I would ask is:· Listen to
12· your neighbors, listen to what other people say, and
13· if you agree with them, let us know that you do agree
14· with them.· If you have something additional to add,
15· please let us know.· We want to hear it.
16· · · · · ·Maria.
17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· So I would like to
18· update you on the letter that we received,
19· December 9, 2016, from Deputy Superintendent Myles
20· Murphy of the traffic division of the police
21· department.· And this is in regard to both
22· 420 Harvard and 40 Centre Street.
23· · · · · ·"To the Brookline ZBA, after reviewing the
24· latest submitted plans for these two 40B proposals
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·1· specific to public safety, from the police
·2· perspective, I don't see any outstanding issues, nor
·3· has any been brought to my attention.
·4· · · · · ·"I do support the adding of "no parking
·5· this side" signage on Fuller and Centre Street -- and
·6· this is for the respective projects -- near the
·7· respective developments to reinforce the current
·8· condition of no curbside parking."
·9· · · · · ·And then from Peter Ditto, you might recall
10· that Mr. Ditto, who's the director of engineering and
11· transportation, has requested additional -- or
12· calculations regarding stormwater and a narrative for
13· the project.
14· · · · · ·This is dated December 5, 2016.· "Maria, I
15· have received the revised stormwater calculations and
16· narrative for the project at 40 Centre Street.· The
17· document responded to the town's request for updated
18· calculations.· After reviewing, it has been
19· determined that the town's concerns have been
20· addressed.
21· · · · · ·"With respect to DPW conditions, I request
22· that the following condition be included in this
23· decision:· Prior to approval of the site plan, the
24· applicant's engineer will undertake field
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·1· investigations to verify assumptions used in the
·2· design of the infiltration system.· The assumptions
·3· being soil permeability, soil texture, and depth to
·4· seasonal high groundwater."
·5· · · · · ·In regard to the noise management,
·6· specifically regarding the roof mechanicals, what the
·7· building commissioner, Dan Bennett, had recommended
·8· was that each of the condensers be blanketed -- that
·9· each of the condensers on the roof -- there are 43
10· condensers on the roof -- that each one be blanketed.
11· · · · · ·Now, keep in mind, the applicant has not
12· asked for a waiver from the noise bylaw.· This is
13· under the town's general bylaw.
14· · · · · ·So the applicant has responded to
15· Mr. Bennett's request saying that it might seem
16· premature to install blanketing around the condensers
17· at the time of construction, but he would be willing
18· to revisit noise when the condensers are installed
19· and install them then.
20· · · · · ·And the building commissioner actually
21· thought that because the applicant -- the project
22· does need to comply with the noise bylaw, that that
23· doesn't -- we don't necessarily have to restrict the
24· project to one specific method, that it would be
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·1· appropriate to have a condition that prior to the
·2· issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the applicant
·3· would need to prove that the project is compliant
·4· with the town's noise bylaw.
·5· · · · · ·And regarding the certificate of occupancy
·6· being that milestone, whether that's winter or
·7· summer, according to the building commissioner,
·8· equipment can be run no matter what time of year for
·9· this to be tested.· So the commissioner has no
10· problem with the condition to ensure that the project
11· meets the standards in the bylaw.
12· · · · · ·Also, the applicant submitted a building
13· code analysis, in keeping with general guidelines
14· from the building commissioner.· He submitted a
15· five-page report.· Commissioner Bennett did review
16· it.· And he was off-site today, but he did respond
17· that he had no further questions regarding the
18· building code analysis.
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
20· · · · · ·Anybody have any questions?
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Not at this time.
22· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· No.
23· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· No.
24· · · · · ·MR. GELLER.· Okay.· I'd like to -- just by
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·1· a showing of hands, how many people want to offer
·2· some testimony:· waivers, conditions?
·3· · · · · ·So let's work right to left.· So those of
·4· you who raised your hand, don't go anywhere.· Just
·5· speak loudly for the record.· As you know, we are
·6· keeping a transcription of tonight's hearing, so in
·7· order for it to be included, you have to speak
·8· loudly, clearly, and slowly, and start by giving us
·9· your name.
10· · · · · ·MS. KATES:· My name is Beth Kates.· I live
11· at 105 Centre Street.
12· · · · · ·And I would like to implore the board to
13· ask the developer to take a floor off of this
14· building.· It sets a terrible precedent for further
15· zoning board rulings on other projects that this -16· the proceeding of this project has gone such that
17· this developer has presented vagaries and has gotten
18· away with what they are getting away with as far as
19· the neighborhood norms.
20· · · · · ·And I just read a letter from Don Sherak
21· that I completely agree with, and I'd like to
22· reiterate that.· But I think that a floor needs to
23· come off this building, and the ZBA needs to step up
24· and do it as a condition.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·2· · · · · ·MR. SWARTZ:· Chuck Swartz, 69 Centre
·3· Street.
·4· · · · · ·What I have to say, I've stated in one way
·5· or another before.· First of all, I wanted to say I'm
·6· disappointed in this process so far.· We've attended
·7· many meetings since last -- before May.· You've heard
·8· testimony from neighbors.· You've done a site visit
·9· and seen pictures of the neighborhood.· You know what
10· this building is going to do to the neighborhood.
11· You've mentioned yourself in comments that you've
12· made that it was unconscionable that such a building
13· has zero open space, that the building would be
14· detrimental to the neighborhood.· I agree with that.
15· But yet nothing has been done.
16· · · · · ·I know that in other 40B projects -- at 420
17· it was said by the ZBA that the building was too
18· tall.· The height of the building has come down.
19· Other buildings -- the one at 455 is coming in at
20· just four stories.· And in the words of Mr. Engler,
21· the younger, they wanted that project to be not an
22· antagonistic project like others.· So why do we have
23· to settle for a project that is somewhat
24· antagonistic?· We did have the opportunity to ask for
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·1· a smaller building here.
·2· · · · · ·And I agree with what my neighbor Beth
·3· Kates said:· It's establishing a dangerous precedent.
·4· Why is this building the one that six stories is
·5· allowed for?· Thank you.
·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·7· · · · · ·MR. MATTISON:· I'm Hugh Mattison, town
·8· meeting member, Precinct 5.· I took a look at the
·9· site at 40 Centre Street, and I was -- I noticed
10· there are about maybe eight or ten trees along the
11· parking lot, and they aren't planted in any uniform
12· way.· It's not a landscaped plan.· It's probably
13· volunteers.· They have a value.· They provide
14· screening for the houses next door, the parking lot,
15· the people in the house itself.
16· · · · · ·And I'm on the tree planting committee and
17· what we're, in fact, working on is to see how
18· buildings can be screened, especially in this area
19· with clear-cut lots.· And that's too bad.· And we're
20· looking at that.· But the real need is in North
21· Brookline where it's really crowded, and that's where
22· the need for vegetation is.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
24· · · · · ·MS. SWARTZ:· I'm Linda Swartz, 69 Centre
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·1· Street.
·2· · · · · ·I have some specific comments about the
·3· conditions as I was reading them online.· First of
·4· all, the installation of audible pedestrian signals
·5· at the -- located at Centre Street and Williams
·6· Street.· I'm completely unclear as to how this will
·7· help 40 Centre Street pedestrians be safer.· Maybe
·8· it's a typo or -- I'm not sure.
·9· · · · · ·There is also a bit about installing
10· textured sidewalk markings before and after the
11· driveway apron as a cue for visually impaired
12· pedestrians.· And I'm not sure exactly what the
13· textured piece looks like, but there are far more
14· many people with walkers, wheelchairs, little kids on
15· bikes, kids that come back and forth to school on
16· their scooters, and I just want to ensure that you're
17· sure that these textures are not going to affect the
18· great number of people who will be walking on the
19· sidewalk.
20· · · · · ·And then there was something I'm not sure
21· of:· Where the pavers are going exactly.· To the
22· sidewalk?· Do they stop before the sidewalk begins?
23· So those are just questions about the conditions on
24· pedestrians safety.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·2· · · · · ·MS. ALLEN:· Cynthia Allen, 19 Winchester
·3· Street.· I live on the back side of 19 Winchester
·4· Street.
·5· · · · · ·I'd like to support the idea of taking off
·6· a floor from the building.
·7· · · · · ·I also feel that it's way too close to our
·8· property.· When I measured out 5 feet and stood
·9· there, I can't imagine spending the rest of my life
10· looking at this building so close to me, when I have
11· an open view at the moment.
12· · · · · ·And further, the back of the building is
13· not really a site for my front yard, and all the
14· other people that live on our side of the row.· Thank
15· you.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
17· · · · · ·MS. MURPHY EDBERG:· Good evening.· My name
18· is Carol Murphy Edberg.· I live at 19 Winchester
19· Street.· I'm on the first floor in the back of the
20· building, and my direct vision is this building to be
21· considered.· It is exactly 5 feet.· And I don't know
22· if anybody here has a visual idea of 5 feet.· It is
23· nothing.· This is going to abut our property.
24· · · · · ·MS. ROSENSTEIN:· Shorter than me.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. MURPHY EDBERG:· Shorter than you are,
·2· yes.
·3· · · · · ·Shorter than Harriet is, and that's going
·4· somewhere.
·5· · · · · ·How is equipment going to be in the back of
·6· the building up against our property, which is a
·7· pool, which is in the foundation of the building of
·8· 19 Winchester Street?· There's no piece of equipment
·9· that can get around that corner in 5 feet.
10· · · · · ·One of the owners, who's not here tonight,
11· sent an email of his concerns of people in this
12· building jumping off -- and there are YouTube videos
13· of this -- kids jumping from windows into a pool.
14· And if you think about it, 5 feet is not a lot of
15· yardage between the buildings.
16· · · · · ·My suggestion -- and I hope you would
17· consider it -- would be to take off those windows in
18· the back of the building or to make them very narrow
19· and difficult to jump from.· Right now I think
20· they're -- I'll say something like six.· I'm not sure
21· that that's true.· But it is an up and down window,
22· according to the plan, and I think it could be very
23· dangerous.
24· · · · · ·My other concern is those -- I'll call them
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·1· "condensers," because I'm not sure what the word is,
·2· on the top of the roof.· 42 of them.· And I
·3· personally am going to know the minute that switch is
·4· turned about the sound that is produced from the 42
·5· pieces of equipment on the roof.· I beg of you from
·6· the get-go to blanket them.
·7· · · · · ·And I hear that Mr. Roth is going to
·8· Israel.· Now, I have no idea if that's true or not.
·9· But who's going to -- after the building is built and
10· those pieces of equipment make this horrible noise,
11· who are we going to go to to change that or to get
12· anything done with it?
13· · · · · ·Thank you for listening.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
15· · · · · ·Let me ask a question, just because you did
16· raise it.· Remind me, the windows that are to the
17· rear of this building, can they be opened or are they
18· sealed?
19· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· The ones on the stairwell are
20· sealed.
21· · · · · ·MS. MURPHY EDBERG:· There are no windows in
22· the stairwell.· They removed them.· These are windows
23· in units.
24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I think I can pull up the
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·1· drawings.
·2· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· There are
·3· two bays of windows.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Left side, facing the rear.
·5· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· When you're
·6· facing from the rear.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.· I think that's right.
·8· · · · · ·MS. MURPHY EDBERG:· There they are.· But
·9· the windows in the stairwell have been removed in
10· more recent -11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Actually, these are the
12· November 16th plans that were stamped, so these are
13· the -14· · · · · ·MS. MURPHY EDBERG:· Well, they've been put
15· back in.· They snuck back in.
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· They were made smaller,
17· I believe.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· So the windows at the
19· stairwell there are all sealed.· The windows to the
20· left are stepped -- they're stepped back a little; is
21· that correct?· What's the difference?
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yup.· I think there's about a
23· foot or two.
24· · · · · ·MS. MURPHY EDBERG:· Okay.· So that's 6 feet
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·1· from my pool.
·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Those are unit windows;
·3· correct?
·4· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Yeah.· I don't know where the
·5· pool is in relation to that window.
·6· · · · · ·MS. MURPHY EDBERG:· Would you like me to
·7· point it out to you on the diagram?
·8· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· We can get
·9· you a site plan, if you'd like.· We have one.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I'm sorry.· Go ahead.
11· · · · · ·DR. ROSENSTEIN:· My name is Harriet
12· Rosenstein -- Dr. Rosenstein.· I live at 53 Centre
13· Street.
14· · · · · ·I think by now it should be absolutely
15· clear that we are unanimously opposed, not simply to
16· the height and the massing of this structure, but
17· indeed its indignity to us as a neighborhood.· I'm
18· sure that that is clear.· I'm sure also that it is of
19· no consequence to the developer.
20· · · · · ·It seems extraordinarily interesting to me
21· that ours is the only 40B proposal thus far online
22· which has received no consideration.· And I wonder
23· how it is that floors have been knocked off of those
24· buildings which, thus far, have been heard, whatever
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·1· you want to say, and ours remains as it was initially
·2· proposed.· This is stunning to me, and it causes me
·3· to wonder how indeed something like this, such an
·4· indignity has been permitted for our building -·5· Mr. Roth's building -- and not indeed to the building
·6· directly across the street from my house.· So I would
·7· like to register that in its own right.
·8· · · · · ·I would like also to offer you some
·9· numbers.· I have offered them historically.· These
10· too have been ignored, although it seems to me that
11· they're of extraordinary importance.
12· · · · · ·You know -- I hope you remember -- that
13· Centre Street, which is a very small, little street.
14· It runs two and a half blocks.· Beacon, Fuller,
15· goodbye Centre Street.· Soon it'll be even more
16· goodbye.· Centre Street has one quite high structure,
17· well set back, that was built many years ago at
18· 100 Centre Street.· It was built partly with state
19· money, partly with United States money, partly indeed
20· with some of the developer.· I'll say no more about
21· that.· The building was designed for people who were
22· of lower income, who were also in one way or another
23· suffering physical distress.· Okay?
24· · · · · ·After a conference Mr. Chiang and I had
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·1· with the director of 100 Centre Street and also with
·2· residents there, we learned, among other things, that
·3· a lot of the people who live at 100 -- and here I'm
·4· talking only about that building -- were actively
·5· afraid to leave their building.· They were afraid
·6· because, as elders, they were more vulnerable to
·7· traffic on the street near little Centre Street.· And
·8· certainly, if they got as far as Beacon or if they
·9· got to Harvard, which is two streets that they would
10· indeed approach in order to shop, to buy a bagel, to
11· buy some lox, to go to shul.· I mean, they're scared
12· to do these things, so they very often have felt
13· quite confined to their dwellings, against, in many
14· ways, their will.· That was one of the situations.
15· · · · · ·Another -- and it is this to which I want
16· now to point to you in opposition of this proposal -17· is that from Rhonda Glyman, who is the director at
18· 100 -- and there is another building that I failed to
19· mention at 112.· 112 much more has to do with people
20· with intellectual disabilities, impairments, whatever
21· the language you want to use, and also physical
22· problems.
23· · · · · ·There are 200 -- again, this is nice
24· language -- 200 imperfectly ambulatory people at 100
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·1· Centre Street.· What that means is that these are
·2· people whose photographs we showed you in an early
·3· meeting of ours who are walking with walkers, they
·4· are walking with their own wheelchairs, which they
·5· are moving with their own human arms, or they are in
·6· motorized wheelchairs.
·7· · · · · ·Now, a motorized wheelchair is, in some
·8· way, helpful to them, certainly.· But what we also
·9· have seen, we who live there, is that very frequently
10· the people driving these, people using them, are sort
11· of wavering between the street and the sidewalk.
12· Their movement is very erratic, unpredictable.· They
13· themselves, thus, are in active physical danger.
14· · · · · ·But equally, the drivers who might be
15· approaching them from either angle also are in peril.
16· It has been already accidents waiting to happen.· And
17· these accidents, it seems to me, are peculiar in many
18· ways, predictively to Centre Street, merely because
19· the number of residents at 100 and also at 112 Centre
20· Street are the preponderance of the elders of
21· Brookline, for one thing.· Two crowded dwellings.
22· · · · · ·But also, they are there in the
23· preponderance because of the certain disabilities
24· that they have.· And these disabilities, it seems to
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·1· me, are directly related -- or will be directly
·2· related to the construction of a six-story building
·3· massed in such a way that there is virtually no
·4· sidewalk.
·5· · · · · ·So I'd like you, please -- although I'm
·6· sure you'll ignore it -- to reflect on that.· It is,
·7· as I say once again, an indignity.· It's an insult,
·8· in particular, to the genuine elders of our
·9· population, and I'm shocked.· I'm simply shocked that
10· that is ignored.
11· · · · · ·I think that the building, as it presently
12· is proposed, is an indignity and an insult to those
13· of us who are indeed still ambulatory, still
14· cognitively okay, and certainly, it's an indignity
15· and an insult to a lot of people who, in simple
16· language, don't have their marbles and they don't
17· have use of their legs.· Of all the places to be
18· putting such a building, this is about as cruel a
19· siting as I can imagine.
20· · · · · ·The accusations that have been leveled, not
21· simply against us, but against many of our neighbors,
22· is the accusation of NIMBYism:· not in my backyard.
23· But I want to say not in my front yard.· Because what
24· I see when I look out my windows is I see people
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·1· walking slowly with canes, I see people rolling down
·2· the street, and I think what the hell is going to be
·3· happening next?· In part, because of this
·4· development.
·5· · · · · ·So what I want to say in closing is that if
·6· this thing is permitted to be built in the proposed
·7· form, I would like to say for our neighborhood and
·8· certainly for 40 Centre Street as it presently
·9· exists, we need to say Kaddish.· If you don't know
10· what that means, that's the Hebrew prayer for the
11· dead.· That's what you say out of love and respect
12· for the dead.
13· · · · · ·MR. PENDERY:· My name is Steve Pendery at
14· 26 Winchester Street, and thank you for the
15· opportunity to comment on this project.
16· · · · · ·I have two comments.· I'll try and keep
17· them brief.· The first one stems from a reference to
18· the demolition of the building in the waiver list:
19· Item V, and so I feel it's appropriate to revisit
20· this issue of an historic building whose initial
21· level of significance was identified by the Brookline
22· Preservation Commission itself and was not pursued,
23· · · · · ·So this leaves the building in, actually,
24· an interesting situation from the point of view of
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·1· historic preservation because it's unevaluated.· It
·2· could be extremely significant, or it may not.· We
·3· just don't know because the town decided not to
·4· pursue this.
·5· · · · · ·So it's not too late to pursue this,
·6· because mostly criteria of significance are based on
·7· historical documentation, and the building itself is
·8· quite visible.· My dentist's office is inside the
·9· building, so I know certain parts of it.
10· · · · · ·It's sort of like the idea that in an
11· environment or habitat, actually, if you don't
12· identify the species -- bird species or plant
13· species -- then you're actually not going to have any
14· endangered species there because you haven't
15· identified them.· Doesn't mean that they're not
16· there.· It just means that they're not identified.
17· · · · · ·So given the situation that this is one of
18· several buildings that are historical structures that
19· are being threatened by the ongoing 40B mania that
20· has hit Brookline, the preservation community itself
21· has been silent, including the town preservation
22· commission itself.· I have seen no representatives
23· there, and I'm willing to bet the money in my wallet
24· that there is nobody here either from the Brookline
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·1· Preservation Commission.· This is something that
·2· needs to be looked into immediately because these
·3· buildings are threatened.
·4· · · · · ·And now, in some cases, though, the
·5· significance of structures can be preserved in the
·6· form of some kind of documentation.· And when it
·7· comes to architecture, there are rapid, efficient,
·8· inexpensive ways of documenting structures.· And one
·9· method is laser scanning and I would say 40 Centre
10· Street would probably take either a morning or an
11· afternoon of the time of a surveying group that has
12· an appropriate laser scanner that can record details
13· down to probably one centimeter.· That would be
14· adequate for this purpose.
15· · · · · ·So I'm requesting the ZBA to make this a
16· condition that, at the very least, the exterior of
17· the 40 Centre Street structure and the landscape be
18· documented by this method.· The cost is -- will be
19· approximately between 2- and $3,000, and this would
20· result in a set of -- well, I mean, it's a large data
21· file, but it can be easily converted to CAD, and it
22· would be made available at the town library to future
23· historians or architects who would like to know a
24· little bit more about this building that is, at this
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·1· point, threatened.· I recommend this across the board
·2· for all historic structures that are threatened in
·3· the near future by 40B projects.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Steve, do you have a sense if
·5· the landscaping has any historic quality?
·6· · · · · ·MR. PENDERY:· Well, actually, you don't
·7· have much choice because it comes along with the
·8· package.· Unless you edit it out, which can be done,
·9· but it's actually cheaper just to keep it in there.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So it's just the fact -11· · · · · ·MR. PENDERY:· As I say, it's unevaluated.
12· I don't know.· I mean, it's not Versailles or
13· anything.· But the fact of the matter is that
14· probably hundreds of Brooklineites were born in that
15· building.· It has some level of significance to many,
16· many people, and preserving even a 3-D experience or
17· image of that building may actually be a good thing.
18· I think it would be a positive thing for developers
19· to do.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Have you spoken to historic
21· preservation?
22· · · · · ·MR. PENDERY:· We communicate through
23· letters that I submit to them.· I don't think they
24· would appreciate what I'm saying tonight because it
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·1· basically accuses them of not having done their job.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

I

·3· can respond that.· I think it's important that the
·4· facts are presented here, and we've certainly done
·5· our homework.· And whenever you have any questions
·6· about what the process was for that, I will speak to
·7· it.
·8· · · · · ·MR. PENDERY:· But as it stands, the
·9· building's unevaluated.· The town took a pass on
10· that, so that's where we are.
11· · · · · ·The second point is that all of us here in
12· this room recognize this building far exceeds the
13· mass that's appropriate for this parcel -- I mean, I
14· know the developers do too -- and that its appeal was
15· that it would just accommodate this type of building,
16· and nothing more, nothing less.
17· · · · · ·And so early on, of course, I think there
18· was a message that was sort of being sent, a little
19· bit indirectly, that the board actually felt this way
20· too.· There was a discussion that maybe four stories
21· would be appropriate, five stories.· There was talk
22· of, you know, let's see the pro forma, see the
23· justification, and this line of inquiry sort of
24· dissolved, and we have a six-story building.· So at
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·1· least I'll cast another vote for reducing this
·2· building in mass.· Thanks very much.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·4· · · · · ·MR. CHIANG:· My name is Derek Chiang.

I

·5· live at 41 Centre Street.
·6· · · · · ·I have a few comments on the conditions.
·7· On Condition 43, the hours of construction, I do note
·8· that every day from 7:30 to 8:00 a.m. there's a
·9· stream of young school children walking down Centre
10· Street towards the Webster School.· As I mentioned
11· before, these are very at-risk pedestrian
12· populations.· They'll be navigating a construction
13· site.· There's a school bus that stops on the corner,
14· I think, of Wellman and Centre Street, and those
15· children are on their way to Devotion School.
16· · · · · ·I drive by that every day.· I drove on
17· Babcock every day on the way to work when Devotion
18· was still there, and there was a crossing guard at
19· the corner of Dwight and Babcock, I believe, to make
20· sure that little children could cross that street
21· safely.
22· · · · · ·I'm very concerned and very worried about
23· the safety of school children, hundreds of school
24· children walking down Centre Street every day to
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·1· school and from school.· There is no police detail on
·2· Centre Street.· Parents may accompany them, but it's
·3· a very narrow and very poorly sited area.
·4· · · · · ·So for Condition No. 43, on the hours of
·5· construction, I suggest respectfully that the zoning
·6· board revise the last sentence, "Monday through
·7· Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 2:15 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to
·8· 5:00 p.m."· This allows for the safe navigation of
·9· school children to the Webster Street school site
10· while that is available, and to the Devotion school
11· site when that's open.· By leaving that half hour
12· buffer before school opens and after school closes
13· and 15 minutes after school opens and before school
14· closes, that provides enough clearance, peace,
15· tranquility for children to safely navigate.
16· · · · · ·For Condition No. 26 regarding the
17· affordable units, I strongly urge the zoning board to
18· add an additional condition, E, that each affordable
19· unit shall have one parking space at no monthly cost.
20· This provision shall remain in perpetuity regardless
21· of changes in ownership or financing, and that the
22· space be made available for each affordable unit.
23· · · · · ·We've heard testimony from Judi Barrett,
24· we've heard remarks from the zoning board about how
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·1· cynical it is for a developer to offer affordable
·2· units and then to offer no parking space.· At
·3· 45 Marion Street there are zero parking spaces
·4· allotted for the affordable units.· So basically, the
·5· message is you can come live here, but if you need to
·6· take, you know, a car and drive to Framingham, too
·7· bad.· We don't want you.· I think that sets a
·8· terrible precedent for any type of affordable housing
·9· provision and should be careful considered.
10· · · · · ·Finally, as I've noted before, in terms of
11· the pedestrian safety, the waste management, which is
12· still inadequate and not really specified, the noise
13· problems from the condenser units, which are not
14· delineated or even engineered, spec'ed out, this
15· building needs to come down a story.· I suggest that
16· a condition be added that the maximum building height
17· should be 54 feet.
18· · · · · ·Once again, the acceptance of such a
19· grossly out-of-proportion architectural plan at
20· 40 Centre Street -- it just sets a terrible
21· precedent.· Three of the 40B projects use the same
22· architects, the cookie-cutter plans, right up to the
23· property line.· And by approving a six-story
24· building, you're setting terrible precedent for
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·1· additional projects from the same architect, the same
·2· architect whose idea of compromise is to add a foot
·3· or two of setback.
·4· · · · · ·I wholly agree with Steve Chiumenti's
·5· consistent point through the entire hearing that this
·6· building fails to conform to state -- to design
·7· guidelines.· It utterly fails.· It's an abomination,
·8· as was stated at a prior zoning board meeting.· And,
·9· you know, I urge the zoning board to have some
10· courage in holding the state up to your design
11· guidelines, of showing this as a test-case example of
12· why these projects are both disrespectful and
13· dangerous to the surrounding neighborhood.· Thank
14· you.
15· · · · · ·MS. ROSENTHAL:· Hi.· My name is Elissa
16· Rosenthal.· I'm the chair of Winchester House
17· Condominium and Trust.· We are at 19 Winchester
18· Street.· We are a major abutter.· Our parking lot
19· abuts the structure on one side, and our pool
20· substructure abuts the project on the other side.
21· · · · · ·As you heard from my fellow trustees, we
22· are extremely disappointed, and I'm holding my anger
23· down now.· But we're extremely disappointed in the
24· lack of compromise or mitigation that has gone on
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·1· from the very beginning that might make this a little
·2· more palatable.
·3· · · · · ·Specifically, we've pointed out in our
·4· objections time and time again, and I'm going to say
·5· them again, these are things that compromise our
·6· health, safety, and well-being:· the height of the
·7· building, the proximity to our pool, the danger to
·8· our substructure and its integrity, the inadequate
·9· trash plan, the lack of adequate parking, the damage
10· to our trees, each of those are covered by -- each of
11· those statements are covered by bylaws, but the
12· developer is asking for waivers from all of them.
13· · · · · ·And I'll be more specific.· The waivers
14· have to do -- you have your little chart there -15· maximum building height.· Maximum building height,
16· according to the bylaws, is 40 feet.· They're asking
17· for 67.· The minimum side yard is supposed to be 10
18· feet, they are asking for 5 to 6.· The minimum front
19· yard, 15 feet.· They're asking for 5.· Minimum rear
20· yard, 30 feet.· They're asking for 5.· The maximum
21· building stories, 4.· They're asking for 6.· The
22· maximum lot coverage, 20 feet.· They're asking for 5.
23· Minimum open space, 20 percent.· They're asking for
24· zero.· Parking spaces, 82.· They're asking for 25.
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·1· And visitor parking is supposed to be 10 percent.
·2· They've got none.· So these are waivers, E, G, H, I,
·3· J, K, L, M, N, and O, which are all waivers from what
·4· the town intended by making these bylaws.
·5· · · · · ·So we know that the building has been
·6· called an abomination, and I quote that for you guys.
·7· And you all know it shouldn't be built the way it is.
·8· You guys have the power to do something about this
·9· and still comply with 40B.· We're asking you to
10· execute that power.· Thank you.
11· · · · · ·MR. SHERAK:· My name is Don Sherak.· I've
12· been living at 50 Centre Street since 1997.
13· · · · · ·I'm going to address six points.· Some of
14· them have been addressed to some extent, but I think
15· I have something to add to each of them.· I apologize
16· for having so many, but it is not I who created the
17· issues.· Bear with me.
18· · · · · ·The developer of this proposed six-story
19· structure has failed to provide a
20· well-thought-through, detailed analysis of a number
21· of important points about this project that have
22· environmental and safety impacts.· Even limited
23· information that has been provided has come out
24· slowly over time and typically remains incomplete and
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·1· nonspecific.
·2· · · · · ·The natural implications of the proposed
·3· numbers when estimating various impacts of these
·4· concerns have not been taken to their clear and
·5· inevitable conclusions.· The consistent, unavoidable
·6· message of this strategy is that the developer
·7· intends to move this project along with a tactic
·8· that's best described as, "It is easier to ask for
·9· forgiveness afterwards than to request permission
10· beforehand."
11· · · · · ·Set out below is a fuller discussion of
12· these points.· First off:· Waste management.
13· · · · · ·An accurate estimation is that the
14· 40 Centre Street proposed six-story 40B will generate
15· between 1 and 1 1/2 tons of garbage every week.
16· · · · · ·Previous estimations have been based on
17· consideration that the average household generates
18· between 29 and 30 pounds of garbage per week, but
19· this seriously underestimates the garbage that will
20· be produced if this project is built as planned.
21· · · · · ·Actually, the relevant number is that the
22· average individual generates 4.3 -- or 4.1 to 4.3
23· pounds of waste that is paper, plastic, glass, and
24· food.· That is waste that is not flushed down the
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·1· toilet.· Waste that has to be moved out of the
·2· apartment every single day.
·3· · · · · ·I have references here from the Center For
·4· Sustainability and Commerce from Duke University.
·5· The website is referenced in the letter, which I
·6· submitted as a Word document.
·7· · · · · ·So this is consistent with EPA's own
·8· estimates of the 4.1 pounds of garbage generated per
·9· person, per day.· While some of us leave home every
10· day, Monday through Friday, and generate some waste
11· at school and at work, others stay at home and
12· generate even more.· For example, infants or those
13· who are sick and homebound.· Even if we allow that
14· some of this daily waste is generated outside the
15· home, we can estimate that 25 pounds is produced per
16· week, per individual.
17· · · · · ·Now, how many people will be living at
18· 40 Centre Street in 42 units?· One estimation, easy
19· math, is that there might be 80 people there.· 80
20· people times 25 pounds is a ton of garbage.· You can
21· arrange it up and down based on that.· That is a ton
22· of garbage every week:· paper, food trash, plastic,
23· cardboard.· I suggest that it is a lowball, and it
24· will go up on certain occasions.· For example, the
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·1· week before Christmas or on things like Super Bowl
·2· Sunday.
·3· · · · · ·The proposed trash storage room at
·4· 40 Centre Street simply will not be able to
·5· accommodate this amount of trash, even if compacted.
·6· The proposed trash pickup schedule is not practical
·7· or realistic.· The present building design and
·8· proposed trash pickup schedule do not allow for trash
·9· in this quantity to be accumulated, stored
10· hygienically, or disposed of safely.· Once the
11· building is completed, our town and the unsuspecting
12· occupants at 40 Centre Street will be left, quite
13· literally, holding this bag.
14· · · · · ·What guarantees does the town or the
15· immediate neighbors have that there will be room to
16· house additional waste containers in the trash room
17· at 40 Centre Street should the public works
18· department deem them necessary once this building is
19· completed?
20· · · · · ·These considerations, as well as other
21· lines of evidence, reinforce the impression that this
22· proposed building plan is designed only to maximize
23· profits for the developer with disregard for the
24· project-development-related issues that are critical
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·1· to the welfare of the town, the neighborhood, and the
·2· individuals who live in the building and in the
·3· environment.
·4· · · · · ·Point No. 2. Noise pollution:· We have been
·5· told that there will be 44 compressors that will be
·6· located at the top of this proposed structure.· There
·7· has been brief mention of the sound that a compressor
·8· would generate but no thoughtful consideration for
·9· the cumulative effect of 44 such units all masked
10· together.
11· · · · · ·In the same way that we understand that a
12· chorus produces a more powerful presence than a
13· soloist, we can understand that a chorus of 44 such
14· units will generate a greater sonic contamination
15· than a single unit.· Therefore, it is reasonable to
16· not allow the developers to once again take a "wait
17· and see" approach to sound dampening, but to require
18· that they present a reasonable estimation from a
19· sound engineer as to what the environmental impact of
20· the compressors will be for the individuals on the
21· street or for those like myself and the residents of
22· nearby Winchester and Wellman Streets who will
23· encounter this noise through their bedroom windows.
24· · · · · ·Another potential source of noise pollution
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·1· will be the proposed parking stackers that will be
·2· used in what is essentially a screened parking area
·3· from the ground floor level.· The developer feigned
·4· ignorance of the manufacturer and the model of the
·5· stackers that he intends to use.· Without that
·6· information, it is not possible to assess the noise
·7· that these stackers will make and the disruption that
·8· the noise will cause for residents of 40 Centre
·9· Street and the neighbors.
10· · · · · ·We have no true appreciation yet of what
11· the environmental noise impact of this proposed site
12· will be on neighbors, or how much, if any, can be
13· mitigated.· It's not unreasonable to ask that a
14· specific, fact-based set of noise impact estimations
15· be produced by the developer and by experts for the
16· town and distributed for comment before any decisions
17· are made.
18· · · · · ·Point No. 3. Traffic and deliveries:· We
19· have looked at the impact of the proposed structure
20· from several aspects.· I think that we have
21· significantly underestimated the scale of the number
22· of deliveries that will be made by Amazon, UPS,
23· FedEx, the postal service, restaurants, pizza
24· parlors, etc., to this new building, as we have not
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·1· been given a reasonable estimate of how many
·2· individuals will be inhabiting this structure.
·3· · · · · ·The design, again, offers no off-street
·4· parking for these deliveries or for businesses
·5· providing cleaning, plumbing, electrical work,
·6· elevator maintenance, and other services that are
·7· common to the residents.
·8· · · · · ·Given that parking is not permitted on the
·9· even-numbered side of Centre Street, the 40 Centre
10· Street building will almost certainly have more
11· impact on neighborhood traffic flow and safety than
12· the lowball estimate of traffic generated would
13· suggest.
14· · · · · ·And, again, in some circumstances, for
15· example, again, the week before Christmas and Super
16· Bowl Sunday, there is reason to expect that the
17· average traffic impact would be anticipated to be
18· significantly exceeded.
19· · · · · ·4.· Environmental impact, one additional
20· consideration:· There have been multiple requests for
21· a reasonable assessment of the impact of the proposed
22· structure on the fate of the trees that currently are
23· gracing the side and back of the building.
24· · · · · ·A detail that has not been mentioned
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·1· specifically is the single maple tree that was
·2· planted in front of 40 Centre Street.· One has only
·3· to do what I did, was to stand on the side of the
·4· building and step back 5, 10, or 15 feet and imagine
·5· how much of the tree's branches will be cut down.
·6· Very simply, it is inevitable that this tree will be
·7· sacrificed.· There is no way that you can have 5, 10,
·8· or 15 feet of a building going four, five, or six
·9· stories without destroying that tree.· So much of it
10· goes onto the property.
11· · · · · ·Again, we only learn that this tree is
12· doomed in the -- when in the permission-granting
13· phase is long past, and the only thing that the board
14· would be able to get from the developer would be an
15· empty apology.
16· · · · · ·Point No. 5. Oversized:· I understand that
17· the constraints of the 40B law are such that mere
18· aesthetic considerations do not have any weight and
19· the ZBA is not able to consider aesthetics, per se,
20· when considering a 40B proposal.
21· · · · · ·With that understanding in mind, I wish to
22· revisit the form of the building.· The presently
23· proposed structure is clearly designed to make the
24· absolute maximum profits by turning as much of this
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·1· parcel of property into building as is technically
·2· possible to be rented space, leaving as very little
·3· as possible for any other purpose.
·4· · · · · ·The six-story height is the maximum that
·5· the developers can technically achieve with this
·6· particular cheap form of construction that he intends
·7· to use.· If he wished to go higher, he would have to
·8· engage a very different economy of scale.
·9· · · · · ·So here, then, is the real math of Centre
10· Street:· There are no other buildings with a setback
11· even remotely as short as the one proposed in this
12· design.· There are a total of 24 separate structures
13· on Centre Street between Fuller and Beacon.· The vast
14· majority of these buildings rise only between three
15· stories above their foundation, so three and a half.
16· These are three-story homes and four-story multiunit
17· structures.· There are only three structures on the
18· length of the street that exceed four stories.
19· · · · · ·These multiunit buildings, including the
20· taller ones, generally are well spaced and well
21· proportioned, and all of them have substantial
22· setbacks in front, equal to or exceeding those of the
23· private homes.· Several of the recent structures
24· extend further than traditional homes to the side
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·1· property lines, but even these buildings have not
·2· violated overall residential streetscape that is
·3· preserved in the 20-, 25-, approximately 30-foot
·4· setback of the buildings.· It is in this one feature
·5· that the character of Centre Street has so far been
·6· fully retained throughout all buildings.
·7· · · · · ·In the initial presentation, the
·8· developer's created a false analogy by introducing
·9· irrelevant numbers that distract from their intent to
10· disrupt Centre Street's streetscape by comparing
11· their proposed setback to the very limited setbacks
12· on the very nearby business section of Beacon Street,
13· which is not a residential street, rather than
14· comparing it to other residential streets or even
15· parts of Beacon Street that are residential outside
16· of the Coolidge Corner area.
17· · · · · ·The truth is that Centre Street remains a
18· residential street, one of the several that is a
19· gateway into the larger residential areas of Coolidge
20· Corner.· Centre Street's value to the neighborhood
21· is, in part, related to its function and feel as a
22· street of residences.· The developer has chosen in
23· many and varied ways to ignore this reality as he
24· proposed to erect a structure that also ignores this
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·1· reality.· It is understood that, in general, the ZBA
·2· has been instructed to look away and told that it has
·3· to let the issue of aesthetics fall by the wayside.
·4· · · · · ·However, I propose that in this one area,
·5· the setbacks in the front and in the back of this
·6· proposed structure, as well as the encroaching
·7· property lines on the sides, the development design
·8· goes from being a question of aesthetics to being one
·9· of undesirable density and overuse on the site.· The
10· massing of the current proposed design is finally,
11· simply, a bridge too far.· That is, the destruction
12· of the setbacks in the front and back are simply too
13· much, too deviant from the environs and so
14· irreversibly destructive of the inherent cohesion and
15· character of the streetscape.
16· · · · · ·The rear setback also adversely impacts the
17· environmental quality of the residents of 19
18· Winchester Street and will interfere with their quiet
19· enjoyment of their property.· The scale of this
20· proposed building should be considered as simply
21· beyond the pale.
22· · · · · ·Finally Point 6.· Deviant design and
23· downstream effects:· When the impact the proposed
24· building will have on this area over the next decade
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·1· is taken into account, the current proposal must be
·2· seen ultimately as a design that is so substantially
·3· deviant from the structure, composition, and
·4· proportion of its longer-standing neighbors that the
·5· potential impact transcends the realm of aesthetics
·6· and enters into the realm of public safety
·7· considerations, both directly in the many ways
·8· detailed above and by others who have spoken before
·9· me and elsewhere.· But also less directly in that the
10· planned building will substantially and irrevocably
11· alter the equation of the streetscape and how
12· community members live and commune here in near and
13· longer future.
14· · · · · ·It is my hope that the board would not
15· accept the developer's vague generalities and
16· untethered promises when responsible detailed
17· analysis of easily anticipated future problems and
18· impacts is critical for them to be able to make -19· for you to be able to make an accurate measure of the
20· proposed project's impact.
21· · · · · ·It is my hope that you, the board, will
22· acknowledge that there is a limit, even within the
23· constraints of 40B, that a project needs to bear at
24· least some relationship to its neighborhood in order
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·1· for that neighborhood, in fact, to continue.
·2· · · · · ·We understand that you, the zoning board of
·3· administrators, are substantially overburdened and
·4· worked at this moment.· Whatever project does get
·5· built on 40 Centre Street will have significant
·6· impact on this little part of Brookline for decades
·7· to come.
·8· · · · · ·In the rollout of this project, you have
·9· been faced with a developer who has been consistently
10· offhand and vague, obfuscating and delaying when he
11· was asked to address these complex problems that will
12· plague us here long after he has moved on.· We ask
13· that the board, in its gatekeeper responsibility, not
14· accept the repeatedly half-sketched in particulars
15· that are repeatedly offered up defensively and not
16· proactively as a reasonable substitute for the
17· professional due diligence that is owed to the future
18· tenants of the building as well as the Town of
19· Brookline.
20· · · · · ·The important goal of 10 percent affordable
21· housing units in the town can be served in many ways.
22· Ultimately, it is really not served by a project that
23· deviates so drastically from the neighborhood
24· streetscape and so clearly presents anticipated risks
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·1· of adverse impact on the present and future life and
·2· safety of the community into which it is going to be
·3· placed.
·4· · · · · ·Therefore, it cannot be beyond the ZBA's
·5· authority to take a stand that reflects and protects
·6· the town that it represents and that makes it clear
·7· that the present design is not only in -- is not only
·8· not in the Town of Brookline's self-interest, but
·9· that it deviated so far from the town's and the
10· neighborhood's interest that it should not be
11· permitted to come into existence.
12· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Anybody else?
14· · · · · ·MR. JOZWICKI:· What he said, booya.· And I
15· really want to repeat that.
16· · · · · ·In 1926 somebody built the Brookline
17· Arcade.
18· · · · · ·MS. ROSENSTEIN:· Same architect, Jacobs.
19· Jacobs.
20· · · · · ·MR. JOZWICKI:· This SS Pierce Building, the
21· Coolidge Corner Theater, this whole area is historic.
22· It's wonderful.· It draws in people.· People sat at
23· this ZBA board for decades and decades and decades
24· and planned and made this area a wonderful area.
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·1· This piece of -- this building doesn't come anywhere
·2· close to fitting in.
·3· · · · · ·I, for 30 years, have been in and out of
·4· town meetings addressing boards like this and things
·5· like this.· Please, do everything possible.· This is
·6· a wonderful, historic place, and there are thousands
·7· of people who are in their grave who have made it and
·8· sat on boards like this and worked to keep this
·9· neighborhood.· Please, do the same.
10· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· What was your name?
11· · · · · ·MR. JOZWICKI:· My name is Barr Jozwicki,
12· J-O-Z-W-I-C-K-I.· Good Irish name.· Precinct 9 town
13· meeting member.· Winchester Street.· And vice
14· president Town Meeting Members Association.
15· · · · · ·MR. WHITE:· George Abbott White, Precinct
16· 9, vice president of the Town Meeting Members
17· Association.
18· · · · · ·I'm reminded of an essay by Tom Wolfe
19· called Mau-Mauing The Flak Catchers.· Those of a
20· certain age will remember, right, that there are
21· people whose function in life is to sit there and -22· you know, kind of angry, unhappy people, dump things
23· on them and, you know, catch some flak.
24· · · · · ·And the important thing is that at a
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·1· certain time it's over.· At a certain time like this.
·2· There will be a few more meetings, there will be
·3· some, you know, tearing the sheets and venting.· And
·4· it'll all pass and we'll be stuck with this gorgeous
·5· piece of equipment.
·6· · · · · ·And I've lived in Brookline since 1970.· We
·7· had a house up the street on 143 Winchester.· It's
·8· the old Brookline animal hospital.· It's not quite
·9· historic, but it was built by the brother of the guy
10· that sailed the clipper ships out of East Boston.· It
11· was built by ship carpenters.· Originally 15,000
12· square feet, it's now 10.· And there are a lot of
13· buildings like that in the area.
14· · · · · ·But my point -- my question is this:
15· Since, you know, the thing will go up -- it is going
16· to go up, and we're all going to be pretty unhappy.
17· But as mentioned by my neighbors, there are some real
18· problems with it.· And the board -- and I've been at
19· a lot of these now -- is in a tough spot in terms of
20· leaning on the applicants, whose purpose is, in fact,
21· straightforward.
22· · · · · ·After all, some of us elected -- or will
23· elect a real estate developer as the next president
24· of the United States, so this is good training as an
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·1· index of just what -- you know, what you can do.
·2· Okay?
·3· · · · · ·But there comes a time when it's up, and
·4· then the lawyers take over.· My son-in-law's a
·5· lawyer.· And after teaching for more than 40 years, I
·6· have taught hundreds of lawyers, and I've actually
·7· been speaking with some of them about this.
·8· · · · · ·So my concern to the board, but also to the
·9· developer, who is sitting here soaking this up until
10· it all goes away -- I'm interested in what the legal
11· indemnification is.· I'm interested, when some of
12· these problems occur, what legal remedies will be
13· sought.
14· · · · · ·And I'm thinking that there are now -15· we're all a little older in this room.· I think there
16· are some younger people who will want to be part of
17· Brookline and will want to get some recompense, not
18· just from an anonymous corporation that's, you know,
19· layered and well protected, but from people like
20· Mr. Roth personally.· Not in the, you know, old stuff
21· of the '60s where you find out where people live and
22· you dump things on their lawn, but people that dump
23· legal things on their lawyers and make them pay and
24· pay and pay and pay.
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·1· · · · · ·I didn't grow up here.· I grew up in
·2· Detroit.· And my father taught me that, you know,
·3· what goes around comes around.· So I just -- I'm
·4· curious if the board is aware of what legal
·5· recourse -- not over this year or next year, but the
·6· next 10 or 20 years -- what we can do -- what we can
·7· do to seek redress for our neighborhoods -- what we
·8· can do.
·9· · · · · ·And I would say -- I'll bet of those
10· hundreds of kids that I taught to be lawyers, I'll
11· bet they could come up with some solutions.· And they
12· may not be perfect, and it may take a while, but I'll
13· bet they will.· And I'm going to do everything I can
14· to encourage them.
15· · · · · ·And so I don't think the board needs to
16· feel, you know, that they really kind of let
17· everybody down.· Because this 40B thing is but one
18· instrument, but we have some instruments as well, and
19· we're going to use them.· We're going to use them.
20· Be assured of that.· Thank you.
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
22· · · · · ·MR. DOBROW:· Ira Dobrow, 73 Fuller Street.
23· · · · · ·I have, actually, just a general comment to
24· the board.· I come to a number of these, but there
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·1· are whole bunch of them, and they all tend to blur
·2· together.· And you miss one, and you kind of lose
·3· track of what's going on with that project versus the
·4· other project.
·5· · · · · ·So since we almost always have visual aids,
·6· I would like to suggest that, say, when a meeting
·7· starts, there's something by the board that says, you
·8· know, not only that this is 40 Centre Street, but the
·9· application was on this date, we're at this point,
10· these are the things have been agreed with, kind of
11· recap for the public what is already water under the
12· bridge and we shouldn't be spending time thinking
13· about it, versus those things that are really in
14· front of us.· And I think, you know, it would take
15· maybe two minutes to go over that at the beginning to
16· make sure people are on the same page.· But I think
17· it would be a big help to those of us who are not
18· quite as deeply involved with this as you are.
19· · · · · ·And then with regard to this particular
20· project, it seems pretty clear that the community is
21· really unhappy with it, and I think the board is
22· actually really unhappy with it, but I'm really
23· confused about whether we're all just grumbling to
24· ourselves or whether there is actually something that
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·1· can be done, even if we're reluctant to do it.· Some
·2· kind of recap of that for the public, I think, would
·3· also be really helpful.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Does anybody else want to
·5· speak?· No?
·6· · · · · ·MS. JOZWICKI:· Joyce Jozwicki, town meeting
·7· member, Precinct 9.· I live at 183 Winchester.
·8· · · · · ·The architect that did the Arcade -- I
·9· think Barr said it, but I want to emphasize it -10· it's the same architect that did those wonderful red
11· brick buildings that are now being destroyed.· And
12· that's losing more than pretty red buildings.· It's
13· losing history, it's losing character, it's losing
14· condition.
15· · · · · ·And then the other thing that you're not
16· thinking about is we're enlarging the Devotion
17· School, and these projects are going to make Devotion
18· too small immediately.· We're building a 9th
19· elementary school, we already really need a 10th
20· elementary school, we're going to need an 11th
21· elementary school, all within six blocks of each
22· other.
23· · · · · ·I think we have to think about changing the
24· culture, the character, the personality of Coolidge
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·1· Corner.· I know they're not issues that you're
·2· allowed to even think about, but we've got to do
·3· something.· I mean, this isn't going to be the
·4· Brookline we moved to in 1969.
·5· · · · · ·MS. SENTERS:· I'm Sibyl Senters, and I'm at
·6· 73 Fuller Street.
·7· · · · · ·Ira Dobrow is my husband, and we have been
·8· talking about this quite a bit at the dinner table.
·9· I'm in agreement with everything that he just said
10· previously.
11· · · · · ·I don't know if this has been mentioned.

I

12· came in later.· I just got off work.· But I'm very,
13· very concerned about not only this project, but all
14· the other projects that have come -- have been
15· proposed.· And I want to address the impact of the
16· state legislation that's really reconfiguring our
17· neighborhood in Coolidge Corner.· It's not just one
18· here or one there, but taken as a whole, the impact
19· that all the projects are having is to completely -20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I'm sorry for cutting you off,
21· but that is well beyond what we're allowed to even
22· look at.· We can't take into account existing
23· conditions, we can't take into account other projects
24· that are going on.· We look at this project.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. SENTERS:· So I find that extremely
·2· problematic and -·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· You and me both.
·4· · · · · ·MS. SENTERS:· So please tell us who is
·5· looking at that because that is -- these 40B laws
·6· were not made to reconfigure a neighborhood.· They
·7· were in place for -- please let us know where -·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I don't disagree with you, but
·9· that is so far beyond my pay grade.· You know, I will
10· offer two cents that are out of scope.· Contact your
11· state legislator.
12· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· We have.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· But it's not something for
14· this hearing, as much as I appreciate your comment.
15· · · · · ·MS. SENTERS:· So I will second everything
16· that Ira said.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So the -- forgive me if I've
18· forgotten some of it, but the suggestion that, given
19· the number of matters that we're looking at, of sort
20· of a summation, I think is a good point.· You know, I
21· think this is historically unprecedented, but I do
22· think that where we have multiple projects within
23· roughly the same vicinity, it would help folks if we
24· sort of had a summary of prior -- of what has
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·1· happened in the past, and maybe we can incorporate it
·2· as part of -·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I'm sorry.· On each project
·4· or -·5· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· To some extent, it's online
·6· already.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· To some extent.· But if we
·8· could do, like, a single page:· here's where we last
·9· left off.· Sort of like I try to do when I introduce
10· it:· here's where we were.· I do think it would be
11· helpful for people for discussion purposes.
12· · · · · ·And your second -13· · · · · ·MR. DOBROW:· I was saying that it seems
14· pretty -- with regard to the first one -- so I'm
15· really confused with, say, what's open for
16· negotiation and what is, let's say -- you know, is
17· there any nuclear option?· It seems pretty clear that
18· everybody in the public hates it, and maybe the board
19· doesn't like it.· So are we just, you know, flapping
20· our lips but actually it's immaterial, or is there
21· some, you know, purpose to this?
22· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· There's always purpose in your
23· testimony.· You know, there are two things I would
24· answer:· One, we listen to everything.· We may not
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·1· decide things the way you want us to, but we listen
·2· to everything, and we think about everything, and we
·3· read a lot of materials.· Because if it were as
·4· simple as, you know, we simply ignore all of this
·5· testimony, then this would have been over when we
·6· started in the beginning of June, end of May.· This
·7· would have been over a long time ago because we would
·8· have simply taken technical testimony, we're done in
·9· two hearings, and that's the end of it.
10· · · · · ·MR. DOBROW:· Well, I know that you do
11· listen, but in the same way that -12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We are guided -- whatever our
13· feelings are, we are guided by our interpretation,
14· our understanding of 40B, okay, as explained to us by
15· our consultant, and based upon testimony that we
16· receive from the public, from the applicant, from the
17· applicant's experts, and from our peer reviewers.
18· And I've been candid in my belief that I, in
19· particular, rely on our peer reviewers and from,
20· technically, town boards and departments when they
21· tell us things.
22· · · · · ·What recourse you have beyond the board,
23· you know, there are statutory appeals periods and -24· as is typical with any zoning matter.· And I think
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·1· that was touched upon over here.· So hopefully that
·2· answers it.
·3· · · · · ·MR. JOZWICKI:· One thing -- when you do
·4· this global -- you know, if you look at this
·5· globally, the other things, and that's included in
·6· your report -- about 15 years ago a fellow called
·7· Sean Lynn-Jones did a study and found that our little
·8· section of Brookline is really, really dense.· And
·9· according to, you know, the census track data, we
10· were just about the densest in the state.· And then
11· you add this and this and this.· You get it.· But
12· please put that in.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well, that's not really a
14· summary of where we are.
15· · · · · ·MS. KATES:· Beth Kates from 105 Centre
16· Street.
17· · · · · ·At some point in one of these meetings
18· there was a discussion about pro forma financials as
19· to the viability of this project, should it be
20· decreased in size.
21· · · · · ·Now, I know that 40 Harvard paid more for
22· their property than Mr. Roth has for this property,
23· and yet they were able to decrease the size of their
24· project considerably and still make it financially
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·1· viable.
·2· · · · · ·So what has the board done to investigate
·3· whether or not putting a condition on decreasing the
·4· size of this project will hold up in state land
·5· court?
·6· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· I'd like to comment on that.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Our peer review -- our 40B
·8· consultant has actually answered that question, but
·9· go ahead.
10· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Bob Engler, and I am on 420 as
11· well as this project as a financial reviewer.
12· · · · · ·420, which people are forgetting, was able
13· to come down financially in size because they have
14· 5,000 square feet that they are getting $40 through a
15· triple net lease.· That's $240,000 of income a year
16· that purely residential projects are not benefiting
17· by, so they have the financial ability to reduce the
18· size of the building.
19· · · · · ·You can't compare 420 to 40 Centre.· That's
20· what I'm -- I want to make that point clear when you
21· ask why were they able to do it.· The developer
22· always has to wrestle with financial feasibility, and
23· they had different sets of numbers than we have here.
24· So that's what I wanted to say.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· My short answer is we didn't
·2· get to a point where -- we can't simply say, give us
·3· your numbers.· We don't have that ability.· We can
·4· ask for changes in the project which, if the
·5· developer responds, that will render this project
·6· economically inviable.· Then you go to pro forma.
·7· And we can't simply ask to go to a pro forma.· So
·8· that's the short answer.
·9· · · · · ·MS. KATES:· Well, why can't you -10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Because the board's
11· determination -- and we've talked about this -- by a
12· majority, which is how it works, was that we did not
13· believe, based upon peer review testimony, that
14· there -- that we could ask them to lop off two floors
15· or other things that would drive the developer to say
16· it is economically inviable.· There was some
17· discussion of it amongst board members.· I believe it
18· was in this very room, as a matter of fact.· But
19· ultimately the board decided that the testimony was
20· insufficient to support it.
21· · · · · ·MR. SWARTZ:· I think it was my
22· understanding, or I heard it from another source,
23· about another 40B expert that found a different
24· source of financing for 420 Harvard Street that made
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·1· it more doable.· Would that be an option here?
·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· You know, I think we're just
·3· beyond the scope.· They're good questions, but I
·4· think it's beyond the scope of what we looked at.

I

·5· don't know.· I don't know.· Their financing is their
·6· financing.· We don't look into it.· Outside of going
·7· through the pro forma process, there's no provisions
·8· for us to get involved.
·9· · · · · ·We're running out of time -- so -10· · · · · ·MS. JOZWICKI:· Joyce Jozwicki again.

I

11· have a question.
12· · · · · ·I seem to remember being told once that we
13· cannot say to a 40B developer:· adult-only housing.
14· Is that true?
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We don't design the project.
16· They do.
17· · · · · ·MS. JOZWICKI:· So that is true.· So we
18· cannot say to them, okay, we hate the building -19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We cannot tell them how to
20· design their project.
21· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· That is beyond -- that is
22· not within the jurisdiction of the town.
23· · · · · ·MS. JOZWICKI:· So even though it effects
24· the infrastructure of the town to increase the number
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·1· of children in this neighborhood dramatically -·2· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Not only is it not relevant
·3· to 40B, we're dealing with fair housing -- a
·4· violation of fair housing, so it's certainly beyond
·5· the scope of the ZBA and the town.
·6· · · · · ·MS. JOZWICKI:· But a developer could, like
·7· KI is doing, do mission-based -·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We really need to move on.
·9· · · · · ·MR. ROSENTHAL:· I just have a comment.· You
10· had mentioned something about the confines of 40B and
11· what you can and can't do.· I just want to reiterate
12· that along the way at many of these sessions,
13· Mr. Chiumenti has read from the statute actual
14· sentences, and all of those really allow what we are
15· looking for.· All of those.· And so I just want that
16· to be on record, that the statute itself should be
17· reviewed in terms of these waivers and these
18· conditions because we're not asking for anything
19· that's really that far-fetched or out of 40B range.
20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Mr. Geller, I think you
21· should really address that.· That's a certain section
22· of the guidelines that pertain to -- that's for the
23· subsidizing agency in their evaluations.· They're
24· very compelling guidelines, but they are -- and I've
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·1· spent quality time with them, extensively, on Hancock
·2· Village going through the PEL process.· It is
·3· intended for the subsidizing agencies that are
·4· reviewing projects for site eligibility.· It's not
·5· for the ZBA.· So if it's passed that test, and the
·6· subsidizing agency is the one bound by those
·7· regulations -- guidelines.· They're guidelines.
·8· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· The regulations I read from
·9· are the Housing Appeals Committee's standards for
10· review.· They're past the PEL process.· The PEL is a
11· very preliminary step.
12· · · · · ·The Housing Appeals Committee describes in
13· detail over two or three pages what it looks at when
14· it reviews a matter brought to their attention.· They
15· also describe in those regulations that those are the
16· same considerations that the zoning board of appeals
17· is supposed to apply.
18· · · · · ·Now, obviously there's been a disagreement
19· on the board about what our role is in applying those
20· regulations.· I have to say that laws and regulations
21· don't enforce themselves.· Basically, yes, you can
22· look at cases where something was abandoned at the
23· Housing Appeals Committee, because, frankly, that's
24· not a level of critical review.
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·1· · · · · ·If you're prepared to go court, I think you
·2· get -- it goes de novo.· You get to get the judge to
·3· take a fresh look at those regulations.· And not
·4· going to -- I mean, you've got to be prepared to
·5· actually enforce the regulations, because they don't
·6· enforce themselves.· It's not like someone breaks a
·7· window and the police go and the district attorney
·8· does something.
·9· · · · · ·In this situation, you've got to have
10· standing, which is going to be an issue, and you sue
11· the board.· And I've had some experience suing the
12· board.· And you go to court.· Because the only way to
13· even get to the Housing Appeals Committee is if we
14· had asked to change the size of the building, they
15· had responded that it made the project uneconomic.
16· If, in fact, they could make the case, that would
17· give them an opportunity go to the Housing Appeals
18· Committee and have the Housing Appeals Committee
19· review their project.
20· · · · · ·If this board, by a majority vote, as Jesse
21· pointed out, decides, basically, to have -- I
22· don't -- you know, challenge the developer, they have
23· no reason to go to the Housing Appeals Committee.
24· They'll just accept it.· So the only alternative
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·1· you've got is to take, quite frankly, the ZBA to
·2· court.· As I say, the laws, the regulations don't
·3· enforce themselves.
·4· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Mr. Chairman, just a
·5· reminder that the hearing has to close, unless you
·6· agree to an extension, next Tuesday.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I just want to say something
·8· very quickly.· While Mr. Chiumenti is correct, a
·9· question I asked our specialist as we were here -- I
10· asked:· Are there any cases which focus on site
11· design as being a reason for denying a project?
12· · · · · ·And she said no.· Which means that the
13· cases where the ZBA has successfully been found to
14· find a local concern that successfully is found to be
15· overriding the need for public housing is when there
16· is a health, safety concern, etc.· So there have not
17· been cases that we were aware of where site design
18· alone has been an overriding concern.· So that is -19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· The law has been on the books
20· since 1969.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Which is something that I
22· personally took into account.· I can't speak for the
23· others.· But that doesn't mean you can't make new
24· law, but it's something that was considered.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We really need to roll on, so
·2· what I want to do is I want to move on to a review -·3· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· This is a
·4· very small -- actually, a micro comment.· There will
·5· be a building built.· We will have compressors on
·6· top.· I would just formally request that there be
·7· decibel sound levels -- reference levels taken now
·8· before the building starts so when -·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· We'll deal with that.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Let us get into the review.
11· · · · · ·Okay.· So I want to ask the board members
12· to take the waiver requests.· And it was updated -13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· It was updated last week to
14· reflect the board's discussion on November 28th.· And
15· there were some waivers that are you are revisiting,
16· namely, Waiver C.· That's regarding design review.
17· And you will recall from the building commissioner's
18· letter that the applicant had requested a blanket
19· waiver.· A waiver from Section 5.09, design review,
20· our zoning bylaw, in its totality.
21· · · · · ·And the building commissioner had
22· recommended that certain sections, subsections of
23· that bylaw actually be exempt from the waiver request
24· because they do pertain to -- A, they could be
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·1· waivers that the applicant really doesn't need
·2· because he has already supplied that information, or
·3· they pertain to conditions the applicant agrees to.
·4· And overall, they mostly have to do with safety and
·5· the town processes.
·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.
·7· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· They're listed on -·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Maria, on the -- what I
·9· thought was the version for tonight, the updated
10· version, is B -- I thought from the last hearing that
11· B was not applicable.
12· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Right.· I believe that is the
13· case, and I might not have crossed it out.
14· · · · · ·It's not applicable.· That's not
15· applicable.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So now we get to C.· It was
17· the building commissioner's opinion that the design
18· review standard as 5.09.C.2, 3, 4F, 4G, 4H, 4J, and
19· 4M remain.
20· · · · · ·And it's the applicant's position that
21· those should not remain?· I thought you agreed -22· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· We did in the last case.· This
23· is a technical issue.· Design review refers to the
24· planning board and the ZBA on the front end of the
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·1· process.· That's why we think the section is not
·2· right.· But the things that the building commissioner
·3· wants in there come when you're doing the working
·4· drawings, and we have no objection to that.
·5· · · · · ·So you could either leave those in there or
·6· you could make them conditions, because it's a bad
·7· section.· It's really doesn't belong in the design
·8· review, but that's a technical thing.· The substance
·9· of the work is going to be done, so how you choose to
10· treat that is up to you.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Leave them in.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· So leave it in.
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· And then there were -14· so just to reiterate, with Waiver N, there wasn't
15· agreement -- I think there were two board members who
16· agreed to support and one not to support.· This is
17· regarding the parking ratio.
18· · · · · ·Waiver Q, regarding compact cars, the
19· percentage, this is not necessarily what the
20· applicant is offering, but he was just thinking of
21· hypotheticals, what he might need to create -- in the
22· future have more compact parking spaces, and you've
23· already denied that.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I do have a follow-up
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·1· question with that, because I know that the provider
·2· that Mr. Roth is talking to -- that to use that
·3· provider would require the number of parking spaces
·4· or compact parking spaces here.
·5· · · · · ·So has there been any changes in terms of
·6· talking to the provider that would allow you to get
·7· to the number of spaces that we're requiring?
·8· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· There has.· And we can get
·9· those.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So how many full-sized
11· parking spaces would there be and -12· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· It looks like -- the issue
13· wasn't the compact cars, it's the height restriction,
14· which is very, very tight.· So we found another
15· manufacturer that will allow to us to be able to put
16· in full-sized cars, even at two levels.· So the
17· height is not an issue.· It's slightly less than the
18· other.
19· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· We're willing to live with the
20· compact definition (inaudible) -21· · · · · ·(Clarification requested by the court
22· reporter).
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· They're willing to live with
24· what the bylaw requires.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· The compact -- the percentage
·2· of compact spaces.
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Waivers R, S, and T were
·4· withdrawn by the applicant.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And waivers U, V, W, and X,
·7· staff has recommended that the board deny those
·8· waiver requests.· And at the last hearing, you did
·9· encourage the applicant to speak with staff to
10· understand staff's position.· I don't know if that
11· took place.· I reminded the applicant this morning.
12· But staff still -- obviously, these are town
13· processes.
14· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· I don't have a problem with
15· that.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Any questions on waivers,
17· board members?
18· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· No.
19· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· No.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Now, next document.· So
22· we have -- and this, again, was posted online.· This
23· is a draft of a decision, and it has within it
24· subcategories, including procedural history,
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·1· findings, and the decision, and then the conditions.
·2· · · · · ·What I would propose to do is simply take
·3· it in the order in which it appears.· If you have a
·4· comment, please jump in.· If there are no comments,
·5· we'll just keep moving along.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· We're not going to get
·7· through it tonight with all the conditions.
·8· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We'll try to stay here as
·9· long as we can.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We're going to get through as
11· much as we can.
12· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Until we get kicked out.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· All right.· Second page,
15· Maria, where we're talking about traffic impact
16· assessment dated April 15th -17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· -- I think "resubmitted" -19· wasn't it also supplemented?· They didn't simply
20· resubmit?
21· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, you know, that's -22· what was submitted by Giles Ham of Vanasse was very
23· brief.· It was about two pages.
24· · · · · ·So then you did ask for a complete traffic
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·1· study.· I would say it was a completely new
·2· traffic -- I'm not sure if it was supplemented or -·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well, it is supplemental.
·4· They didn't withdraw the prior traffic impact
·5· assessment.· They simply supplemented it with
·6· additional -·7· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Fine.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Paragraph 12, same
·9· page, last line, "regard public health and safety,
10· environmental health," remove the "and," "preliminary
11· stormwater management plans and other issues of local
12· concern."
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Doesn't there need to be a
14· "to" in between "regard" and "public health?"
15· "Regard to public health"?
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Yes.
18· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· And you're happy with
19· "considered and accepted"?
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· I want "accepted" out
21· because that's what we did yesterday.
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Right.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Anything else on that?
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· On page 4, paragraph 9, I
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·1· would like to put the year of the -- that the
·2· structure -- of the structure that's being destroyed.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.
·4· · · · · ·MS. ROSENSTEIN:· 1901.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So 1901, two-story
·6· structure.
·7· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· We'll determine that.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And I would also put on 15,
·9· "The board determined that the project, as
10· conditioned below, is consistent with local needs."
11· That just makes it a little more comfortable than
12· just saying "the project."
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Excuse me.· I can't hear.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· In paragraph 15 on page 4,
15· second sentence, insert "The board determined that"
16· before "the project, as conditioned below, is
17· consistent with local needs."
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Conditions, in 1, "No fewer
19· than four and no more than the zoning bylaw maximum."
20· And no more than -- the compact parking spaces
21· (inaudible) -22· · · · · ·(Clarification requested by the court
23· reporter.)
24· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No more than the zoning bylaw
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·1· maximum.
·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Where does that go?
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· After 4.
·4· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Should it say as of this
·5· date or -·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· As of this date, yes.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· My recollection is that the
·8· developer had agreed to set aside a certain number of
·9· spaces for the affordable housing units at no cost to
10· the -- no?
11· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· It's the same ratio.· We gave -12· we submitted something -13· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· We submitted it and said it
14· was the same ratio, because it's less than one, as
15· the market.· Again, as I said last night, that's
16· called -17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, no.· My recollection
18· is that the developer had agreed to do that, so I'd
19· like to hold them to that.
20· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· It's the same ratio as the
21· affordables will be, the market.· The market -22· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· You can't hold us to -23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Excuse me, excuse me.· The
24· developer can agree to do whatever he wants to do.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· The MassHousing can
·2· override it.
·3· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· MassHousing will tell him what
·4· to do.· That's what I'm saying.· He can propose it,
·5· and you can say, we accept the proposal.· MassHousing
·6· is the ultimate arbiter.
·7· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Can they require it subject
·8· to approval by MassHousing?
·9· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Sure you can.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Let's do that.· Okay.· So
11· subject to the approval of -12· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· What number is this?
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It would be under paragraph
14· 2.· So paragraph -- it would be paragraph 3, and then
15· 3 would change to 4.
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So you're adding 3?
17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· A new 3, yeah.· "So subject
18· to the approval of MassHousing" -- blank -- "parking
19· spaces -- " what number of parking spaces?
20· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Five.
21· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Five parking spaces.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· " -- will be available at no
23· cost -- "
24· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Right.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· " -- to affordable -- "
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· " -- to occupants of
·3· affordable units."
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Thank you.· Fantastic.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· What size are the beds?
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· They are 100 square feet.
·7· When I asked -·8· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· They have it close to 100 square
·9· feet, but since they're only conceptual drawings, we
10· really can't tell.
11· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· We could make them less.
12· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· We could make them less, or, you
13· know, it could be 102.
14· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· It has to be less for the
15· building code; right?
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, our bylaw is 100 square
17· feet.· That determines that it's a bedroom.
18· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· And you haven't sought a
19· waiver.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.
21· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Does it matter to the board if
22· it's 102 or 104?
23· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· It means you have to get a
24· waiver because the bylaw says if it's over 100, it's
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·1· considered a bedroom (inaudible) -·2· · · · · · · ·(Clarification requested by the court
·3· reporter.)
·4· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· It's a question of the bylaw,
·5· whether we wanted a waiver or not.· And if Bob agreed
·6· during the construction drawings to keep them under
·7· 100 feet, we wouldn't need a waiver.· If he thought
·8· he wanted them bigger and we didn't ask for a waiver,
·9· you couldn't count them as a den.· It would be
10· considered a bedroom.· I would think so.
11· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· What did you say?· You want
12· a waiver?
13· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· The question he raises is
14· what's the impact.· I understand the impact on a
15· private septic system.· I don't understand it when
16· there's municipal services.· But the city -- the town
17· here has a bylaw.· I don't know where it came from
18· and what it means.
19· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· The units are very small anyway,
20· so the den units -- you would have to make them under
21· 100.· You would have to force it to go under 100.· If
22· there's a better program, a better layout at 110 or
23· 105, would it really make any difference?· It's still
24· not going to have a closet.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· No closets.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Does it matter to have a
·3· condition about the maximum number of bedrooms?· Is
·4· that okay, to have a condition regarding the maximum
·5· number of bedrooms?
·6· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Well, you have it in No. 3.
·7· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's what I'm asking.

I

·8· have it, and I'm asking if it matters.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And we typically do.
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Right, we do.· So I'm just
11· wondering if you still need to specify maximum
12· number.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I think we do.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· That's why we're being
15· particular about the dens.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I understand.
17· · · · · ·Thoughts?
18· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I have no thoughts on this
19· issue.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Anything else?· Next?
21· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· So it's satisfactory the
22· way it is?
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Yup.
24· · · · · ·What used to be 5, now paragraph 6, Maria,
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·1· you've got to -- just like our comment from last
·2· night, "review and approval."· Go through all of
·3· these and incorporate them.
·4· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· So whenever it says review
·5· by a town official, we'll do review and approval by
·6· that town official, so we'll make those changes.
·7· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Substitute "town official."
·8· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Well, for example, on
·9· No. 5, existing 5, "subject to the review of the
10· assistant director of regulatory planning," I think
11· we're just doing "subject to the review and approval
12· of the assistant director."
13· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· That wasn't the point I raised
14· yesterday.· That topic -- that title won't exist five
15· years from now.· It'll be called something else.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· It'll be addressed the same
17· way.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We'll deal with it.
19· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· But it will be "review and
20· approval."
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· The next paragraph, "is" in
22· between -- the first sentence -- "occupancy" and
23· "issued."
24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I didn't catch the number.
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·1· You have to really speak up.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· 6, "After the last
·3· certificate of occupancy" -- add "is" -- "issued..."
·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Thank you.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· My next comment is on 11.
·6· Anybody have anything before that?
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· In 11 -- so the language of 11
·9· refers to "Prior to approval of the site plan by the
10· director of engineering and transportation in
11· accordance with Condition 17..."· Condition 17
12· doesn't apply to that.· It's merely the certification
13· section.
14· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· We could add that the site
15· plan should be "final engineered site plan," not the
16· site plan that we have right now.· It's not clear
17· which site plan you're talking about.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So then delete "in accordance
19· with Condition 17"?
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well, the question is, is
21· it -- 17 is simply certifications to Peter Ditto;
22· right?· But the question is does Peter Ditto also
23· need to review for approval the final engineered site
24· plans separate from the certifications?· And if
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·1· that's the case, then that's what you need.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· There are a couple of things
·3· going on in this Condition 17, and they might best be
·4· served as two.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And I think that they should
·7· be two, and maybe they were two at one time.· But
·8· it's, "Prior to the issuance of the building permit,
·9· for each building or portion thereof, the applicant
10· shall comply with the public works department site
11· plan review checklist and with the building
12· department's certificate of occupancy process."
13· · · · · ·And then the next sentence, "To prior the
14· issuance," that's a second -- a separate condition.
15· · · · · ·In terms of "the applicant shall comply
16· with," did you have a problem -- I mean, the director
17· of engineering and transportation is the final
18· arbiter regarding that site plan review checklist,
19· and there have to be calculations that are part of
20· that checklist that need to be evaluated in depth by
21· the director.· It's very technical, so there's no -22· he will not approve -- there's no approval of the
23· site plan unless the checklist -- all the provisions
24· in the checklist are met.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That's fine.· But he is going
·2· to review the checklist with the site plan.· He's not
·3· simply accepting certifications.
·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Right, exactly.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· So this -- 17 now seems
·6· to suggest that all he's doing is -- he's a
·7· passive -- he's passively accepting certifications.
·8· It's a check the box -·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, unfortunately, it's
10· called a "checklist," but that checklist consists of
11· materials that the applicant needs to submit.· And
12· I'm sorry that I don't have a copy for you to look
13· at, but it actually requires lots of calculation
14· verification on the director's part.· And I've gone
15· through this process many times with him where he
16· will -- part of that checklist is asking for
17· preconstruction and postconstruction stormwater
18· runoff calcs, and that rate of runoff cannot
19· exceed -- at postconstruction cannot exceed
20· preconstruction.
21· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Should it be included as an
22· appendix?
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No.· I would simply make it
24· clear in paragraph 11 that the trigger is fulfillment
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·1· of the obligations of paragraph 17 and the new
·2· paragraph you added, which is the second sentence in
·3· paragraph 18 or whatever you -·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· So you were on
·5· Condition 11 on page 6.· Anything else on page 6?
·6· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· We all know 12B.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· The issue is whether or not
·8· we accept the deletion of 12B relating to the
·9· applicant being financially responsible for the
10· installation of audible pedestrian signals at the
11· traffic signal located at the Centre Street and
12· Williams Street intersection.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Where did this come from?
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So this came from the
15· director of engineering and transportation.

I

16· followed up with him regarding estimated costs for
17· such installation, and they're currently -- that
18· department is scoping it out.· I checked like a few
19· hours before the hearing, and they didn't have a
20· quote.· There was an estimate that it might be
21· between 10- and $20,000.
22· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· That's for 420.· We don't know
23· where this -24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· In general.· It was in
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·1· general.· I was specifically talking about 40 Centre
·2· Street.
·3· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Where did the whole idea come
·4· from?
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· The department of
·6· engineering.
·7· · · · · ·I still don't understand why that's really
·8· relevant to this project.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I agree.
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Let me just back up a little
11· bit.· I don't want to talk about other cases.· There
12· was another case where the traffic peer reviewer had
13· suggested audible -- a signal cue for pedestrians at
14· Harvard and Fuller.· The traffic peer reviewer didn't
15· recommend that here, but the director of engineering
16· and transportation did.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· He said the director -19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· We can accept that
20· recommendation or not.
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Correct.
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yeah.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· If we think that it makes
24· sense or is applicable to -- frankly, I don't see how
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·1· this responds to this specific project.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That's my view.
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So delete it.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Yes.
·5· · · · · ·Okay.· 13 -- I guess it's D.· Here's the
·6· conceptual question:· I think it was the director -·7· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Chief of environmental
·8· health?
·9· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Pat Maloney.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I think so, I think so -11· whose recommendation was that if it turns out that
12· there's insufficient trash storage and removal, his
13· preference was that the storage be increased rather
14· than increase the number of pickups.
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So I can read his letter
16· here, if you want.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Yes.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· This is from Patrick
19· Maloney, chief, environmental health services,
20· regarding the 40 Centre Street 40B proposed plan.
21· It's dated November 21st and addressed to the ZBA.
22· · · · · ·"Please be advised that this department has
23· reviewed the above-noted project plan and offers the
24· following recommendations:
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·1· · · · · ·Bullet Point 1.· "The plans propose a
·2· compactor and 2 two-yard dumpsters for the building
·3· trash/rubbish.· The rubbish is proposed to be picked
·4· up twice a week.· Should it be found that additional
·5· rubbish containment is needed, an additional two-yard
·6· dumpster should be acquired.· This is preferred than
·7· increasing curbside pickup days, which can affect the
·8· neighborhood."
·9· · · · · ·2.· "It is recommended that 2 two-yard
10· containers be used for recycling.· The proposal notes
11· only 1 two-yard container, which the health
12· department deems inadequate for the building
13· occupancy."
14· · · · · ·3.· "Rubbish storage rooms must be
15· maintained in compliance with state sanitary housing
16· code requirements."
17· · · · · ·4.· "If a dwelling unit is directly above
18· the compactor room" -- if there is a trash compactor
19· proposed for this project -- "it is recommended that
20· noise-reducing sheetrock, that is quiet rock, or
21· other method be used to reduce noise impact."
22· · · · · ·5.· "To address noise controls to
23· residential abutters, all noise-producing equipment
24· on the exterior must be located to prevent nuisance
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·1· conditions to residential abutters and be installed
·2· to comply with town noise bylaw requirements."
·3· · · · · ·And last, "The health department would
·4· request to revisit the issue of compliance when the
·5· property is 90 percent occupied to ensure the
·6· approved measures are adequate."
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· So the point is, in
·8· Condition 13D, the rubbish, recycling, storage room
·9· shall be sized to accommodate no fewer than four
10· cubic-yard receptacles.· So that picks up the number
11· of receptacles that Dr. Maloney was looking for;
12· correct?
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Correct.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And do we not want to insert
15· in here clearly that there will not be an increase in
16· the number of pickup times?
17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I think you want to say that
18· there will be four receptacles in there.
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· It provides that.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, no.· It says -- okay.
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No fewer than.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It says it will accommodate
23· no fewer than four cubic-yard receptacles.· It
24· doesn't say there will be four cubic-yard
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·1· receptacles.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, it does in a previous
·3· subsection.· It says, "no fewer than two."· Or maybe
·4· you want to be more prescriptive and say there shall
·5· be two.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· I think we should say
·7· there shall be three.
·8· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We're separating rubbish from
·9· recycling in A and B.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· So one is for
11· rubbish -- two for rubbish, and two for recycling.
12· And I'm still not sure that that's enough based on
13· what I've been reading.· I mean, my understanding is,
14· for example, that two cubic yards for recycling -15· like, one cubic yard is good for, like, a
16· six-apartment building, based on the data I have seen
17· for a very small waste screen.· So the size that
18· we're seeing here in the 3 by 6 by 3 are
19· approximately 15 trash bags.
20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· But are you talking about
21· something with a trash compactor on the premise?
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· But this is the
23· recycling, so recycling does not have a trash
24· compactor.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's true.· But all we can
·2· do is -- and I talked to Dr. Maloney about this, you
·3· know, why they're the same size for each.· And he
·4· addressed that and just explained that that's
·5· adequate for this -- in his experience, this is an
·6· adequate recommendation.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· He's got testing at 90
·8· occupancy.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, let's say it's found
10· to be inadequate.· You can't fit any more in there.
11· Just have more pickup?· Is that how you deal with the
12· situation?
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well, that's what he doesn't
14· want.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.· So what are you
16· going to do?
17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· He didn't prohibit it.· He
18· didn't prohibit additional pickups.· He said more
19· containers are preferred than increasing curbside
20· pickup days, which can affect the neighborhood.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· What is the maximum that can
22· fit into that trash room?
23· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· You know, we're having -- we've
24· had a preliminary study; right?· And according to
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·1· Peter Bartash, I mean, he thinks -- he's pretty
·2· confident we'd get four units in there.
·3· · · · · ·Now, I also have contacted a national firm
·4· that does waste removal -- trash removal for big
·5· apartment buildings all over the country.· They have
·6· consultants that work for them.· They want to get
·7· these drawings, and what they'll do is make it as
·8· efficient as possible.
·9· · · · · ·So, you know, they'll look at the trash
10· compactor that we have maybe (inaudible) -11· · · · · ·(Clarification requested by the court
12· reporter.)
13· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· They have people who will look
14· at the space configuration and design the most
15· efficient room, so I'm taking it from Peter's desk
16· over to a consultant to let them look at it.· When we
17· have the final design, we will meet with Dr. Maloney
18· and then we'll go from there.· That's basically the
19· plan.· So right now it's in a schematic form.

I

20· mean, we can fit four.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I think that's great to have
22· a plan, but I'm not going to -- I personally don't
23· want to sign off and give a comprehensive permit
24· based on just a plan.· I want to know, because this
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·1· is a real health and safety issue.
·2· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· I've talked to vendors.· You
·3· know, I've talked with people who pick up -·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That's great.
·5· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· I'm just telling you historic
·6· data.· And, you know, there's people in the audience
·7· that have all this historic data.· I've talked with
·8· vendors who are servicing now apartment buildings.
·9· They do not expect to have two pickups in a week.
10· They think that with two containers, it'll be one
11· pickup a week.· And they think -- you know, they
12· think this is satisfactory.· I mean, this is how it
13· was developed, from people who do this on an everyday
14· basis.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· With all due respect, what
16· I'm hearing is that you're not even sure right now
17· how big the room needs to be.
18· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· We know it fits four.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· You say that once you
20· find out exactly what machine you're going to use,
21· then you have people get together and figure out a
22· configuration.· And -23· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· That's inside the room.· The
24· room is designed on the plan.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We're adding a condition that
·2· they have to have a room that will hold no fewer than
·3· four.
·4· · · · · ·The question that I'm asking is what if -·5· so they have this audit at 90 percent occupancy.· And
·6· what if, despite expectations, the determination is
·7· you don't have enough storage?
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay?· So then the question
10· becomes -- there are two options; right?
11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Right.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· You get more storage or you
13· have pickups more frequently.
14· · · · · ·He seems to be saying, I prefer more
15· storage, so I'm simply asking, how do we want to pick
16· up his -- I mean, what is his recourse at 90 percent
17· occupancy?
18· · · · · ·No, not his recourse.· He's got to follow
19· whatever Dr. Maloney says.
20· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· It's a plan change.· We have
21· to come back to you.· If we have to increase the size
22· and if it affects something else in the garage, we
23· have to come back to get the plan changed.· You may
24· say no.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Take away a parking space.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.· It would be taking
·3· away a parking space, and that's just not going to
·4· work.
·5· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Or something else.· We don't
·6· know.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But at 90 percent occupancy,
·8· you're not going to break down a wall?
·9· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· But you're not going to want to
10· design something for five units -- five containers
11· now when you don't even know if you're going to use
12· four.· I mean, it's -- I mean, the pickup -- if it's
13· picking up twice a week -- it may just be a little
14· bit more.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I think there's more of an
16· incentive to have a great-looking lobby, so you're
17· more likely to say, okay, it turns out we don't need
18· this much room in the rubbish room than to say -- and
19· to give back some of the room -20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Can I make a suggestion?
21· Obviously, Dr. Maloney is not in the room, and I have
22· presented this conundrum to him.· I said the room is
23· like 15 by 15 feet.· This is the max that can fit
24· there.· What are you going to do at 90 percent
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·1· occupancy?
·2· · · · · ·So if you wanted to get something in
·3· writing from him -·4· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· And we'll revisit it next
·5· week.
·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Yes.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, we have to come up
·8· with an answer next week; right?
·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· At that hearing, if you need
10· more time -11· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Remember, even once you
12· close the hearing, you have 40 days to deliberate.
13· You just cannot take any more testimony.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· My next one's on 23, or
15· whatever used to be 23.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm still not clear on what
17· actually is happening -- and I can't remember if it's
18· here -- the pickup.· My understanding is that you are
19· going to hire somebody who would come in and pick it
20· up so it would not be on the -- and have you actually
21· contracted with somebody -- found somebody who will
22· do that?
23· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· No.
24· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Why would we?
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· The reason you would do it
·2· is because previously you'd indicated that you had
·3· trouble even finding somebody who would agree to do
·4· that.
·5· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· It'll be a maintenance person
·6· that is working for the building, for the management
·7· company.· He will simply go to the trash room on
·8· Wednesday, or whatever day they are picking up, and
·9· he will wheel it out for pickup, and then he'll bring
10· it back.
11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And he'll wheel it out to
12· your front yard?
13· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· To the front yard, to the truck.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So there's a contradiction
15· between J and K, because it says, "Rubbish and
16· recycling receptacles shall not be stored in the
17· public way at any time."· And then it says, "Rubbish
18· and recycling receptacles shall not be stored in the
19· front yard from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on weekdays
20· and weekends."
21· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· So let me explain.
22· First let's go to J.· "Rubbish and recycling
23· receptacles shall not be stored in the public way at
24· any time."· That means the sidewalk.
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·1· · · · · ·The applicant added "except on pickup
·2· days," meaning that he plans to put the receptacles
·3· in the public way, which I feel just contradicts what
·4· he said.· The front yard is not the sidewalk.· Okay?
·5· There's room in the front yard to put the
·6· receptacles.
·7· · · · · ·What K means is that since J is predicated
·8· on putting the receptacles in the front yard, we
·9· don't want them there all day.· So they've got to be
10· out of there before 8:00 in the morning, and that
11· just means that from 8:00 to 11:00 p.m., people are
12· not going to see them in the front yard.· So it's
13· just a restriction.· Yes, you can put them in the
14· front yard, but you're restricted as to what hours
15· they can be in the front yard.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· So I'm not sure what
17· we're accepting and what we're not accepting.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I recommend that you do not
19· accept the applicant's edit, "except on pickup days,"
20· because we don't want receptacles on the sidewalk.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· Got it.
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And I also just advise you to
23· go to G where there are additional edits.· We used,
24· "shall be."· This is just a legal -- "shall be," not
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·1· "will be."
·2· · · · · ·And then, "disposed of twice weekly by a
·3· private management service contracted by the
·4· applicant in compliance with all applicable
·5· regulations."· So the applicant crossed out "all
·6· applicable regulations" and substituted the "approved
·7· rubbish recycling plan."
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· Let's keep "applicable
·9· regulations."
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· What are the regulations?
12· They have to do with garbage disposal.
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yeah.· That's what we've had
14· in the past.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We're on 27.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No, we're not on 27 yet.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I am.
18· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So 15 is, "Noise producing
19· equipment installed on the roof must be located to
20· prevent nuisance conditions to residential abutters,"
21· and the last one, "Each rooftop condenser shall be
22· blanketed to mitigate noise impacts."
23· · · · · ·Now, I know this is a contentious issue
24· because my understanding is that the applicant does
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·1· not want to have to take any steps to mitigate noise
·2· until it's determined that it's necessary.· And Jesse
·3· wants to comply -- make sure it complies with
·4· noise -·5· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· The bylaw.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· However, I do not think
·7· that's adequate.· I think that -·8· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Eventually, I want to have
·9· the commissioner -- he's not here.· I'd like to have
10· him weigh in.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Can I just say what I want
12· to say?
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Sure.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I think that these
15· condensers are noisy.· I think that every step should
16· be taken, especially at this point, to make sure that
17· there is no impact, or each impact on the abutters is
18· lessened as much as possible.· Nothing has been done
19· to this project to mitigate the impact on the
20· abutters.· That is my view.
21· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· What we're saying is we'll
22· follow the ordinance.· We not asking for a waiver.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· This is what I say -24· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Let me finish my thought.· The
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·1· ordinance -- the commissioner said to me, when you
·2· get your plans done, you come and see us.· We will
·3· look at the specs and we will test them and we'll
·4· tell you what the decibel level is.· And if you need
·5· to do something, we'll tell you what to do.· Then
·6· we'll test it when it's out there.
·7· · · · · ·So to ask us to do a mitigating measure
·8· today, which may not be the one he wants, I'm saying
·9· let's follow the ordinance.
10· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Can I make a suggestion,
11· actually?
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, let me say one more
13· thing, and then you can say it.
14· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Okay.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· So we have one
16· through ten; right?· And let's say the ordinance
17· allows up to ten.· But let's say open windows,
18· sleeping, it's really one.· Why should the neighbors
19· have to do with up to ten when, really, comfort is
20· one?· Why can't you do for them what you would want
21· for yourself?
22· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· The ordinance is for any
23· development in town.· We're following that.· If
24· that's what is true for market-rate developments,
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·1· it's true for us.
·2· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· You can't go beyond the
·3· bylaw.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· But this is what is
·5· done for a 40A building as well.· You put in
·6· mufflers.· I mean, this is what is asked.
·7· · · · · ·Steve, you go ahead.
·8· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· The only suggestion I have
·9· is -- and when we were hearing testimony about this,
10· they talked about, well, where are you going to
11· measure the noise from?· And I talked about so many
12· feet from the source and so on if you look at the
13· noise regulation.
14· · · · · ·Obviously, this is on the sixth floor, so
15· people on the street aren't going to be hearing it.
16· Seems to me the only people who are likely to be
17· affected are the people in the building behind.· And
18· might there be the sound design -- we're saying
19· that -- you know, they measure from the street,
20· usually, but it would seem to me that it's the
21· building behind that needs the protection.· If there
22· would be some way to plan to muffle the sound -23· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· By putting it in a condition
24· now, right, you're taking away any other options that
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·1· we may have in being able to better mitigate any
·2· sound.· It may come out where you have a sound
·3· design -- or a sound person come out and determine
·4· that there's a better way of mitigating sound
·5· transfer on the back side of the building.· Because
·6· that's where the sound's going to be, is the backside
·7· of -·8· · · · · ·(Multiple parties speaking.)
·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Excuse me.· We have to have a
10· little order here.
11· · · · · ·The building commissioner is excellent.
12· And when there is testing done, he is going to have a
13· professional sound engineer do the testing.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Let me -- I think the problem
15· is that by trying to impose a solution today, you
16· may, in fact, wind up with less than you want.· And
17· that's the risk you would take.
18· · · · · ·I think if you incorporate what are our
19· noise bylaws and you put it in the hands of the
20· building commissioner who will test and will think of
21· this as a possible solution, if it works, as well as
22· other potential solutions -- and I can't list for you
23· what they are, because I am not a noise expert -- you
24· do not eliminate the solution to your real concern,
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·1· which is noise.
·2· · · · · ·So while I hear that maybe blanketing
·3· individual condensers is a global solution, or
·4· perceived to be one before there is a shovel in the
·5· ground, I don't know if it's true, and you don't know
·6· if it's true.
·7· · · · · ·All I want to know is that when you're
·8· sitting in your apartments, whether it's behind the
·9· building, in front of the building, to the side of
10· the building, that there is no more noise coming from
11· the mechanical systems or anywhere else.· I think the
12· mechanical system, it seems to me, is the only
13· possibility, but anywhere else that exceeds what our
14· bylaw allows because somebody thought about it.
15· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· If what you normally put in
16· 40A exceeds the bylaw -- chances are, because you use
17· it in 40A, you can apply it to 40B.
18· · · · · ·You've referenced what you normally put in
19· 40A is a restriction.· Is it beyond the noise bylaw?
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, my understanding is
21· that people who build 40As are required to make sure
22· that there are adequate muffling things in place so
23· that -24· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· To comply with the noise
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·1· bylaw.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· One of the reasons I'm
·3· uncomfortable is because there was a recommendation
·4· of whichever engineer that noise muffling things be
·5· put in place.· And then we hear from the -- I think
·6· it was actually Peter Ditto -- like, well, we want to
·7· see what happens.· We can't really tell what is
·8· needed until we find out.· And I found -- I did not
·9· like that dance because -10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· But it's not up to them.
11· That's the point.· They're not making this choice.
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· They're building the
13· building.· Of course they're making the choice.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No, they're not.
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Can I just ask you why the
16· building commissioner -- the building commissioner is
17· the arbiter here and has a lot of latitude in what he
18· can impose on the applicant.· Why wouldn't you want
19· to make available to the building -- why would you
20· want to tie his hands behind his back when he has a
21· whole range of measures that he can impose?
22· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· He may include this solution
23· plus other solutions.
24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· This would be prior to the
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·1· issuance of a certificate or a final certificate of
·2· occupancy.· I'll get that refined language.· But
·3· you're withholding something very valuable from the
·4· applicant -·5· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Acoustic control is a very
·6· complicated issue.· I would much rather leave it in
·7· the hands of the building inspector to moderate it
·8· and see to it when they know what's happening.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· When the building's up.
10· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· You can actually test it.
11· · · · · ·I think telling them what to do now to
12· confine the noise, if it doesn't work, you own it.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.· That's what I don't
14· want.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.
16· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· How long
17· will we have to live with that noise before it's -18· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· This will be tested before the
19· building is occupied.
20· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· Oh, great.
21· But it's built.· We're done.
22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· It's a noise control issue.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· It's noise control.· And then
24· they would have to baffle the noise to comply.
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·1· · · · · ·We're not saying they don't have to comply.
·2· We're simply saying, figure out the solution -·3· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· And who
·4· chases after them to make sure -·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· The building commissioner.
·6· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· But it's
·7· done.· It's over.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· They don't get -- so they've
·9· got a building that's empty.
10· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· Well, why
11· don't you take care of it in advance?
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Because you don't know the
13· solution.
14· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· Somebody's
15· got to know a solution.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I didn't realize this is for
17· the certificate of occupancy.· I think you're
18· protected.· If they can't get anyone in there to
19· rent, then you're protected.
20· · · · · ·19 -- hold on.· Okay.· The next bite, 19,
21· says that "Prior to commencement of construction, the
22· applicant shall conduct a preconstruction survey of
23· the above- and below-grade structures among
24· properties sharing a lot with the site.· Any damage
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·1· to the structures within this area shall be the
·2· financial responsibility of the applicant to repair."
·3· · · · · ·I think that we need to add that the same
·4· sort of preconstruction survey will be done of the
·5· trees.· Because if the applicant is held responsible
·6· for damage done to the property of the abutters,
·7· which includes their physical structures, then it
·8· should also be liable for any damage done to other
·9· properties, such as trees.
10· · · · · ·So I think this results from trees which we
11· know are close to the property line, and I know that
12· the abutters are very concerned that those trees are
13· going to be damaged as a result of construction.· And
14· I think we should say that if any trees are damaged,
15· they should be replaced or compensation should be
16· given.
17· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Can you say, "any damage to
18· property within this area"?· It covers everything.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I think we need to specify
20· it because -- well, we're just including trees
21· because I think there has been some -22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· What's the definition of
23· property?· I don't know what property -24· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· A tree is property.· You
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·1· own it.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We define "structure" in our
·3· bylaw.
·4· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· The survey has to be accepted
·5· by the resident.· If they don't want us -·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Understood.· If you can't gain
·7· access, then you can't do the survey.
·8· · · · · ·In other words, what he's saying is if you
·9· say to him -- if you, 19 Winchester Street, say, you
10· can't come on our property, you can't do an audit of
11· our trees, frankly, my aside last night and my aside
12· tonight is, I think you'd be foolish to say that to
13· him, but you might.· Because they're trying to create
14· a baseline for you so that if you come back and say,
15· you damaged my trees, you now have a baseline
16· condition that they've done before they started the
17· work.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So "Among properties" -19· excuse me.· "Above- and below-grade structures
20· including trees."
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· "Among properties, including
22· trees."
23· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· "Including but not limited
24· to trees."
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· You're going to have to
·3· repeat that again.· Where would you like that?
·4· · · · · ·(Inaudible discussion amongst the public.)
·5· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· Let's just take it
·6· from the top.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I would put it in the second
·8· sentence.· "Any damage to structures, trees, or other
·9· property within this area due to the construction of
10· the project shall be the financial responsibility of
11· the applicant to repair or replace in kind."
12· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· Does that
13· include substructure?
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, they're doing a survey
15· of the above- and below-grade structures, so any
16· damage to structures, trees, or other property seems
17· to cover below-grade structures.
18· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· What's the
19· time frame?
20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· It says "prior to
21· commencement of construction, the applicant shall
22· conduct a preconstruction survey," so it's during -23· it's due to construction of the project.
24· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· But then you
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·1· could damage a tree, for example, or a structure in
·2· the future; right?· If you, four or five years
·3· later -·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Then it's a civil matter.
·5· Whatever happens on private property is a civil
·6· matter.
·7· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· 25 and 26 should say "Subject
·8· to MassHousing approval."
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Now that's it's 20, 80, what
10· is the three-bedroom requirement?
11· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· 10 percent.
12· · · · · ·The first sentence of 27 will be run by
13· town counsel.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· 27, include dens, as we did
15· last night.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· 27, I don't have anything
17· there.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Just add dens.
19· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· That may be problematic.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Oh, dens as bedrooms?
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.
22· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· I'm not sure that will
23· survive.
24· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· 28 should say (inaudible) --
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·1· · · · · ·(Clarification requested by the court
·2· reporter.)
·3· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· I'm suggesting that 28 is
·4· really the call of MassHousing as to the floor plans
·5· in the affordable units.· They are the subsidizing
·6· agency.· So obviously you can have a recommendation
·7· from the director of community development, but you
·8· ought to get input from MassHousing and/or the
·9· advisory board, whatever you want to say.
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So "will not be approved" -11· I mean, we can't put any conditions on the state.
12· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· "Approval will be subject
13· to the" -- "subject to approval by MassHousing."
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· "Will not be approved by" -15· what is the staff member's title?· "Will not be
16· approved by..."
17· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· It just says "approved without
18· the recommendation of the director of community
19· development," and I'm saying either before or after,
20· MassHousing would have a say.· The director can look
21· at it and approve it -- or not approve it, because
22· they don't technically get to approve it.· They get
23· to review it.· So I would delete "approve."
24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I need language -- specific
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·1· language for 28.
·2· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· We'll work it out.· I know
·3· what they want.
·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· 32.· You've got in there,
·6· "Eight units in the project shall in perpetuity be
·7· affordable units," and then down three lines from the
·8· bottom, "There shall be two affordable units."
·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's a mistake.
10· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· First one.
11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's right.· Just making
12· sure you're reading the conditions.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· In 36, what is the thinking
14· behind the ratio?
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· So in Condition 36, we
16· just want to make sure that the affordable units are
17· not produced last.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That, I understand.
19· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· What we need from Mr. Bennett
20· is just -- does he want it, like, after ten?
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Ten seems an odd number.
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· It does.· And I want to
23· consult with him.· I just don't have an answer from
24· him.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well, let's see what the
·2· commissioner says, and then we can reconsider this.
·3· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· That's within the town's
·4· purview?
·5· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Well, if the location of the
·6· affordable units are dispersed, if there's two on one
·7· floor and one on another and you're building and
·8· you're occupying as you're completing the units, it
·9· ought to be as you go up the -- you're going to do a
10· little bit, a half on one floor and half on the other
11· floor.· You're just going to complete the units a
12· floor at a time, so I think putting a number in makes
13· it difficult.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Maria, also, per last night,
15· just double check references to triggers off of
16· COs.· Because again, the question for the building
17· commissioner is:· Are there separate COs that are
18· issued for -- now, we don't have mixed uses here.
19· However, you've got a lobby, and you've got
20· individual units, and therefore, are there multiple
21· COs at issue?· If there are multiple COs at issue,
22· when the trigger point is issuance of a CO, which CO?
23· · · · · ·I don't know the answer to the question,
24· but we need to ask the building commissioner to make
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·1· sure.
·2· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· In the past -- and we've done
·3· other buildings here in Brookline and (inaudible) -·4· · · · · ·(Clarification requested by the court
·5· reporter.)
·6· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· I don't know if Dan was the
·7· commissioner or not when we did another building
·8· where we CO'd the lobby and we got a certification on
·9· the elevator and we didn't have COs on upper floors.
10· So as long as all the fire safety mechanisms were in
11· place, the place was certified by the fire
12· department, the elevator was running, everything was
13· running but units on the top floor were not
14· completed, he issued a CO.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.· That's not uncommon.
16· I don't know what the practice is in Brookline, so we
17· need to find that out.
18· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· And understand what the
19· trigger means.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And then figure out what would
21· really mean, in the conditions, for the trigger
22· point.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN.· At the end of 37, I think
24· there was some cut and pasting.· You want to remove
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·1· the last three words "in both buildings"?
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· 38, it's just the same
·4· thing, so just make the change so it's clear it's
·5· just one building.
·6· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· And also the relevant -·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And also "or successor or
·8· regulatory standard."
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.
10· · · · · ·And then the last one of that is 39B.· At
11· the end, change "buildings" to "building."
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· 42, prior the earlier -- well,
13· I think -- do we mean "demolition," or do we mean
14· "building permit"?
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I think -- for 42?· Why do
16· you say "demolition"?
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I'm asking.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Did we do that on another -19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I raised the question last
20· night.· I just want to make sure -21· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I'll just check with the -22· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Typically you get a permit -23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· But the question is:· Which do
24· we want the trigger to be?
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·1· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Because the demolition permit
·2· could be just completely just leveling a building.
·3· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· You don't have to have final
·4· site plans.
·5· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Typically, they're not related.
·6· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· So it's up to whatever you do
·7· in the town.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well, were he still alive, you
·9· might want to ask Mayor Menino what he thinks about
10· that.
11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Didn't that have to do with
12· financing, though?
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· It had to do with a big hole.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I know that.· They didn't
15· have the financing.
16· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Demolition is knocking a
17· building down, excavation is digging a hole.· So
18· one's -- they're different.
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· 42B is my same concern as what
20· I raised in the paragraph that you split into two,
21· 17.· The exact same issue.· So you're referring back,
22· but I think you're really referring back to two
23· separate paragraphs, and the language just needs to
24· be consistent with what's going on in those two
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·1· paragraphs.
·2· · · · · ·Okay.· I'm skipping over locations where
·3· you've got references to "review," but obviously, as
·4· we commented before, it's "review and approval."
·5· · · · · ·I apologize.· Jumping back to 23, you have
·6· reference "planning board."· Did you mean that?
·7· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That should be the assistant
·8· director.· Can you just tell me the subsection again?
·9· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· 23.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· 23.
11· · · · · ·Okay.· 54, just picking up on Kate's
12· comment, third line from the end, "Construction is
13· defined as the construction of the foundation of..."
14· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Oh, yeah.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· As far as I know, they're
16· building one building.
17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· True.· But we still need a
18· definition of "commencement of construction."
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Agreed.· But I don't want to
20· suggest that they're building anything more than
21· this.
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I understand.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Let's go back to 45.· So I
24· don't understand -- well, the third line basically.
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·1· So it says, "Applicant shall make all commercially
·2· reasonable efforts" -- one, I don't understand why
·3· it's "commercially reasonable efforts" -- "to ensure
·4· that the entire construction period from commencement
·5· of construction to the date of issuance of the final
·6· certificate of occupancy shall be no more than 30
·7· months, subject to causes beyond the applicant's
·8· reasonable control."· That subject -- that's
·9· gibberish.· That's in other ones I've seen as well.
10· · · · · ·But the "subject to causes beyond the
11· applicant's reasonable control," doesn't make any
12· sense to me, so I would suggest striking that.
13· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Commercially.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Commercially, yeah.· That
15· makes no sense.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We use the exact same terms in
17· construction contracts.
18· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· This is acceptable?
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No.· I'm simply saying that
20· these phrases are commonly used in construction
21· contracts.
22· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· "Except for causes
23· beyond" -24· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· "Except causes beyond the
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·1· applicant's control."
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· "Except," that makes sense.
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· "Except" where?
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· "Except subject..."
·5· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Just repeat it for Maria.
·6· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· "Except subject to causes..."
·7· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· This is Item 45 we're still
·8· talking about?
·9· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Yes.
10· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· After 30 months?
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.
12· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Put the word "except subject
13· to causes..."
14· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· Saturday is
15· permissible?
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I think there's state
17· regulations.
18· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· What do you
19· mean?· That they have to work on Saturday?
20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· That it permits working
21· on Saturday.
22· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· So we have
23· to listen to the noise on Saturday also?
24· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· 8:30 to
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·1· 6:00.
·2· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Did you take out the
·3· "commercially"?
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· He's saying take it out.
·5· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Okay.· "Commercially" is
·6· out.
·7· · · · · ·What number are we on now?
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We're trying to figure that
·9· out.
10· · · · · ·(Multiple parties speaking.)
11· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· What are we talking about?
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· The stated construction period
13· and time is what we're talking about.· 30 days.
14· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· 30 months.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Hours of construction.· So
16· there has been a suggestion from Mr. Chiang that
17· there be a carve out for the hours of the day when
18· the schoolchildren might be walking in the area.· So
19· the question then becomes:· What have we done in
20· other construction projects?· Do we typically carve
21· out times where they're -- because that's sort of
22· standard.
23· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, remember, Hancock
24· Village is right next to the Baker School, and these
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·1· questions did come up then.· And I don't believe
·2· there were any provisions for those hours.
·3· · · · · ·The issue -- and this is an important
·4· point.· So there would be a customized construction
·5· management plan for this project based on what is
·6· happening in the area, if there's, like, a school next
·7· door.
·8· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· We also have to be careful
·9· that we don't go beyond what's required for 40A, and
10· I don't know what is.
11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.· But keep in mind that
12· if you put in the same document a requirement for a
13· construction management plan and you specify hours,
14· right, then you have mandated that within the
15· construction management plan that those are the
16· hours.· So it would be extremely difficult for
17· Commissioner Bennett then to come back and say those
18· are not the hours.
19· · · · · ·The question is -- just in terms of what
20· has happened for 40A and 40B projects, what has the
21· Town of Brookline done?· What we have done?· And you
22· may not know the answer.· I'm sure you don't.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Can I make a suggestion,
24· though?· It seems horribly impractical for everybody
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·1· to be working and then all of a sudden you have a
·2· 2:00 to 2:30 break.· Doesn't it make more sense to
·3· have a contractor come, like a policeman, and say,
·4· okay, for this half hour we'll shepherd the kids
·5· around?
·6· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· If that's what you do in other
·7· places -- whatever you do in town.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And, frankly -- they may not
·9· say this -- they actually want that.· They don't want
10· them -- the neighbors don't want them working limited
11· hours.· Once construction starts, they want it done.
12· They don't want to live in a construction zone.
13· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Do you want to rely on the
14· construction management plan to address -15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· What will happen is that that
16· sidewalk is going to be blocked off.· No one's going
17· to be walking on that sidewalk.
18· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· The kids trot down.· They're
19· going to go around -20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· First of all, we can't
21· mandate what the town should do.· We don't tell the
22· town, you have to spend this money for traffic
23· signals if you don't have police details.· It's
24· not -- there could be police details, based on this
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·1· plan, what is needed for this project.· But the
·2· conditions are imposed on the developer, so if
·3· there's a police detail, the developer has to pay for
·4· it.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That was actually in the 420
·6· one, not in this one, the police detail.
·7· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· If the
·8· development impinges on public safety, there will be
·9· a detail.· It is paid for by the -10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Excuse me.· We have to have
11· some order here.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· All right.· Let's just find
13· out what Dan Bennett has to say about this.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· About imposing police
15· details?
16· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Or what we do on 40As -17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· What we typically do.· Let's
18· just find out the answer to that question, and we can
19· then deal with it, and we'll circle back.
20· · · · · ·MS. ROSENSTEIN:· Just to note, there are
21· times in the project that we will be bringing in
22· cabinets, trim, sheetrock.· There won't be a lot of
23· activity out on -- necessarily on the street.· But
24· when there is construction out on the street, like,
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·1· for instance, hooking up the gas lines, water lines,
·2· sewer lines, I can 100 percent tell you that this
·3· town will insist on a police detail.
·4· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· They don't.
·5· There's no requirement -·6· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· I've built dozens of homes in
·7· this town, and I can tell you there isn't a time that
·8· there isn't a detail on a utility.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We'll find out.
10· · · · · ·Now, in general, is there anything in here,
11· in addition to what you've seen, that you want to add
12· in?
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Not that I can think of
14· right now.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Transit-oriented requirements.
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· TDM.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Like TDM.· It was mentioned in
18· some peer reviews, so -- there was, in fact, specific
19· reference to bike spaces.· I know that there has been
20· provisions for that, but is it consistent with what
21· the peer reviewer had suggested?· Notices about MBTA
22· discounts.
23· · · · · ·We should add something about all of that
24· because the assumption that is made, or partially,
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·1· for the reduction is that it is proximate to the
·2· public transit and therefore we need to put something
·3· in that pertains to it.
·4· · · · · ·Mr. Chiumenti had raised something about
·5· compliance in CMR 524.
·6· · · · · ·Steve, do you remember that?· You had -- I
·7· made the grievous error of going through all of my
·8· notes from the beginning of this case, and you had
·9· raised that.· So I would -- you don't need to -10· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· 524?
11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· 524.· Just double check.
12· Because you were asking for something, and I don't
13· know specifically.· But double check.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· The elevators?
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I don't remember.· Frankly, I
16· don't remember.
17· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Oh, the peer reviewer was
18· saying it had to be certified -19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No.· But I thought you had
20· raised that you wanted it in the conditions.· But if
21· it's mandated that there's compliance with the
22· elevator regulations -23· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I think I know what it was.
24· It was more a matter of -- I think I asked Mr. Roth,
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·1· was it a phone call that you got this opinion about
·2· whether the stacker would be okay with residents or
·3· not?· And I think you were going to be a little
·4· clearer about that.
·5· · · · · ·You know, that first accident that happens,
·6· nobody's going to remember who that guy worked for or
·7· take responsibility for what that bureaucrat says.
·8· So it was more a matter of making sure that it was
·9· okay to do what we were suggesting, that you could
10· train the residents and they could operate this
11· machine or whatever it was.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay, great.· Thank you.
13· · · · · ·Anything else on this?· No.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· One more thing.
15· Mr. Pendery's question -- my recollection is that it
16· is in the Mass Historical Commission's adverse impact
17· review where it says that if no agreement can be
18· reached by parties relating to saving the subject
19· property, then a recorded history is -20· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Mitigation.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.· I think that's where
22· all the pictures come in.
23· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· If it's listed.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I don't remember exactly
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·1· what -·2· · · · · ·MR. PENDERY:· This technology, the scanning
·3· could serve a double service.· It could document the
·4· structure that would be demolished, but also document
·5· all the surrounding buildings, everything above
·6· ground, and the trees.· And then you do a scan later.
·7· That could detect very, very subtle movements in the
·8· structure.· That's the best way of doing that.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.· I don't know.· I just
10· know it provides, at least, the inside and outside of
11· the building.· I'm just giving that because that's
12· all I remember.
13· · · · · ·MR. PENDERY:· I can provide you with some
14· names of service providers, surveys.· It's common in
15· Boston.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So our next hearing date is
18· December 19th.· I'm hoping we're not in this room,
19· nothing against the room.
20· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· It's Monday.· It's
21· unlikely.
22· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· 7:00 p.m.· And just to remind
23· everybody, the deadline to close this, which means
24· 180 days plus the extension that was granted by the
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·1· applicant, is December 21st.· So the 19th is -·2· · · · · ·MS. ROSENSTEIN:· Could you explain what the
·3· close is -- that means?
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That means that this hearing
·5· must be closed by statute by that date.· Otherwise,
·6· we are deemed to have constructively granted their
·7· comprehensive permit.
·8· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Without conditions.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Without conditions.
10· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· We will be asking you for
11· more dates because I assume you'll probably have
12· another meeting for deliberation.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· There's a 50/50 chance you'll
14· be able to find us.
15· · · · · ·I want to thank everybody for their
16· testimony this evening.
17· · · · · ·(Proceedings concluded at 9:47 p.m.)
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·1· · · · · ·I, Kristen C. Krakofsky, court reporter and
·2· notary public in and for the Commonwealth of
·3· Massachusetts, certify:
·4· · · · · ·That the foregoing proceedings were taken
·5· before me at the time and place herein set forth and
·6· that the foregoing is a true and correct transcript
·7· of my shorthand notes so taken.
·8· · · · · ·I further certify that I am not a relative
·9· or employee of any of the parties, nor am I
10· financially interested in the action.
11· · · · · ·I declare under penalty of perjury that the
12· foregoing is true and correct.
13· · · · · ·Dated this 23rd day of December, 2016.
14
15
16· ________________________________
· · Kristen Krakofsky, Notary Public
17· My commission expires November 3, 2017.
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